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The falling Indian Rupee
The Indian rupee dropped to 
an all-time low versus the dol-
lar on bets the Federal Reserve 
will keep a restrictive stance for 
longer, prompting the Reserve 
Bank of India to step in.

The rupee closed at 79.9625 per 
U.S. dollar, down from 79.8650 
in the previous session. The 
local currency had dropped 
to a record low 80.12 earlier 
in the day before the RBI sold 
the dollar to boost the rupee. 
The intervention by the Indian 
central bank was confirmed by 
three traders to Reuters.

“The underlying tone for 
rupee is weak based on global 
tightening phase,” said Arnob 
Biswas, head research at SMS 
Global Securities. He reckoned 
that it was possible that the 

RBI may not intervene a lot 
and could allow the rupee to 
fall in the face of broad dollar 
strength.

The dollar index climbed to 
its highest level in 20 years, 
boosted by higher short-term 
U.S. yields and risk aversion. 
Fed Chair Jerome Powell said 
restoring price stability will 
likely require maintaining a 
restrictive policy stance “for 
some time”, seemingly pushing 
back against expectations that 
the U.S. central bank could cut 
rates later next year

Further, Powell noted that 
reducing inflation would likely 
require a sustained period of 
below-trend growth, hurting 
demand for risk assets. He 
repeated that the size of rate 

hikes remains data dependent, 
but his comments were seen 
hawkish enough to price in 
a higher chance of a 75-basis 
points rate hike next month. 
Indian 
equities, 
in line 
with other 
Asian 
gauges, 
slipped. The BSE Sensex closed 
down 1.5%, its lowest in more 
than three weeks.

Oil prices inched higher as 
investors balanced expecta-
tions the Organization of the 
Petroleum Exporting Coun-
tries (OPEC) will cut output to 
support prices against concerns 
over the growth outlook.
REUTERS
(Reporting by Nimesh Vora)
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Texas woman arrested for hate crime 
against Indians in viral video

WASHINGTON (Reuters) - Police in Texas 
arrested a woman who they said shouted racial 
abuse at four Indian women in a viral video, tell-
ing them to “Go back to India,” in an incident 
brought to the attention of federal authorities.

“This incident is a hate crime in accordance 
with Texas laws,” police in Plano, Texas, where 
the incident occurred, said in a statement on 
Saturday.

“This incident may also be a hate crime based 
on federal law, and we are working closely with 

the FBI and the Department of 
Justice Civil Rights Division on 
this case.”

In a video of the incident, 
which was shared on social me-
dia and got millions of views, 
the woman was seen shouting 
racist comments in a parking 
lot at a group of four women of 
Indian origin.

“Go back to India, we don’t 
want you here,” 
she said in the 
video. “I hate 
you fucking 
Indians,” the 
woman, who 
identified herself 
as Mexican-
American in the video, added.

Video: Plano woman arrested for 
racist rant
Scroll back up to restore default 
view.
The arrest of the woman took 
place on Thursday. The video of 
the incident from Wednesday 
went viral on social media, par-
ticularly in India and the United 
States.

Police said the woman, Esmer-
alda Upton, was arrested on one 
charge of “assault bodily injury” 
and one charge of “terroristic 
threats.” She was held on a total 
bond amount of $10,000.

One of the Indian women, Rani 
Banerjee, said she and three of 
her friends had just finished din-

ner at a restaurant when the woman confronted 
them in the parking lot.

“Suddenly, we heard this woman yelling at us 
and started coming toward us. We were shocked 
by the racial slurs that she used and combative 
attitude,” Banerjee told an ABC News affiliate. 
Banerjee started recording the incident with her 
phone.

The video also appears to show Upton hitting 
the women.

“What was so very scary is she came very close 
and not only verbally assaulted us but started 
physically assaulting us. She started hitting me,” 
Banerjee said.

A representative of Upton could not immedi-
ately be reached for comment.

(Reporting by Kanishka Singh in Washington; 
Editing by Alistair Bell)
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IMPORTANCE OF A WILL -Khalid Y. Hamideh

One of the great dilemmas living in the West is 
whether to have a Will that is a standard
legal Will or an Islamic Will, or some people go 
through life without even thinking of what
might happen once they pass. Reasons for having 
any kind of Will are predominantly the
following:
1. The orderly transfer of property and assets. If you 
have a will, you have the ability to
dictate and ensure the smooth and orderly transfer 
of all your property and assets to your
heirs, your family, your friends, your charitable orga-
nizations or any other person or
organization.
2. To avoid very costly death taxes. The estate tax 
remains one of the highest tax rates on
the IRS books.
3. Certainty in who inherits your property and your 
assets.
4. Bequeathing certain gifts, special family heir-
looms, making charitable donations and
ensuring that certain family valuables remain in the 
family and go to the persons that you
identify.
5. The ability to choose your executor, your guard-
ians, your trustees, and not having them
appointed for you by a court that does not know you 
and the judge who has never heard
of you or your family.
6. Saves you much money, stress on having your 
heirs pay lawyers, probate costs, bonds,
insurance companies and the like.
Upon death, there are two scenarios:
Someone who passes without a Will
That’s called ‘intestate’ and that must be a situation 
where the heirs have to go to probate
court in order to enter bank accounts, brokerage ac-
counts, safe deposit boxes, transfer titles to
house, car, anything of any personal or real property 
worth any value. Probate court appoints an
executor and that executor could be dependent, 
which means that they must report to the court
for any action, post a bond with an insurance com-
pany, file a tax return, get a court order for any
movement of assets, and get a court order to open 
and close the probate case. There must be a
final accounting and there must be a distribution 
that occurs pursuant to the statute, depending on
the state where you pass. In Texas, there is a distribu-
tion schedule that sets forth who would
inherit, depending on the person being married, 
having children, having parents that are alive, or
other siblings.
Someone who passes with a Will
The will can identify the executor to be independent 
or dependent. If the executor is
independent, then they have the ability to execute 
the last wishes of the decedent without court
interference, without a bond, without attorneys, and 
can do the burial, the funeral, pay last rights
bills, and depending on whether the Will is drafted 
properly with two witnesses and notarized the
Will could be used - similar to a power of attorney - 
to enter into bank accounts or safe deposit
boxes. In this scenario, the inheritance is by choice, 
not by chance, because you set forth the
inheritance, the amount and who inherits. You can 
also set forth special gifts and devices that
you want to make to any person or organization, and 
you can likewise make any charitable
contributions for any organizations or foundations 

that you determine.
Estate taxes were introduced into law in 1916 and 
remain the highest on the IRS books.
They’re approximately 40% of your estate. In 1924, 
Congress passed what is called the gift tax,
because a lot of people started gifting their property, 
and the gift tax is likewise very, very high
on the tax rules. Then people started giving the gifts 
not to their children, but to their children’s
children. In 1976, Congress passed the generation 
skipping transfer tax, which is again very high.
The exemption, which is the amount of money that 
you can pass to your heirs without it
being taxed from 2018 to 2025, for a single person, 
the exemption is $11.18 Million and for
married couple, $22.36 Million. So, if your estate is 
less than this amount, there is no tax. Before
2001, the exemption was $675,000.00. Congress has 
the ability and has modified this exemption
depending on what side of the aisle you’re on and 
what party is in charge of Congress and the
White House. In 2010, Congress phased out the 
estate tax and the generation skipping tax and
reduced the gift tax. However, recently all of these 
have been rectified and are still on the books.
Frequently Asked Questions that we get are:
• If I die with no Will, does the government take all 
of my assets and property? No. Texas
has a distribution schedule that is very similar, but 
not identical to the Islamic distribution
schedule. If you are married, your wife will take. If 
you have children, your wife and
children will take. If you have no wife or children, 
then mother and father will take. If
you have no wife, no children, no mother and father, 
then your brothers and sisters will take. If there’s no 
brothers and sisters, then you look at aunts, uncles 
and the like.
• After death burial. There’s a lot of people that either 
are reverts or are married outside the
faith, and the spouse is not Muslim. When someone 
dies, that spouse may want to have
cremation or a Christian or Jewish burial or any 
other or Hindu burial, and then if there’s
no Will, it is a very difficult situation. We have dealt 
with this on a case-by-case method for the last 35 
years, and it is a very difficult situation to handle 
because the wishes of the
decedent have not been made known in a Will. 
Therefore, the living spouse has some
control but if the person did die as a Muslim, then 
we have been successful in making
sure that they get buried in a Muslim burial, but not 
always.
• After death, if you don’t have a Will and you don’t 
have an orderly distribution of your
property, the heirs have no idea what property or 
assets that you have, what debts you
have, and how much they are or where they are. We 
have faced this situation
tremendously in our community here where an 
elderly person passes, leaves a lot of
property and a lot of debt, but the heirs have to 
struggle to find the bank accounts, the real
estate, the stock brokerage accounts and the like, and 
they don’t know where the debts are.
So, you can avoid all of this by having a Will and 
identifying all your assets. That is the
general synopsis of the need to have a Will and the 
safety and protections of having a Will.
Texas recognizes any writing, that is either in your 

handwriting or 
prepared by a lawyer 
and
signed before two 
witnesses and a no-
tary, as a legal, valid 
Will. If you don’t 
have access to any
attorney and a 
notary, if you write the Will and sign it in your own 
handwriting, Texas
recognizes it as valid. If you have a written Will that 
is signed and notarized and you wish to
make changes and you are not close to your attor-
ney’s office, you can write in your handwriting,
date and sign what’s called a Codicil and that’s acts 
as an amendment or supplement to your
wishes. Once you have a Will, at any time you can 
modify, change, or revoke the entire Will
before your death. The main thing is that you must 
have what’s called ‘testamentary capacity’ –
in other words you must be in full control of your 
faculties, and you must know what you are
doing. As long as you know what you are doing, and 
there is no undue influence for you to give
any certain property(s) to any certain person(s) or 
organization(s), then any subsequent Will or
Codicil is approved by the law.
This is a short synopsis of the need for our commu-
nity to have a Will. If you do not have
a Will, or do not have the resources to pay an attor-
ney to have a Will, most of the local Islamic
organizations on their websites – and even the na-
tional organizations – have a form of an Islamic
Will wherein you can fill in the blank, sign, notarize 
and have two witnesses.
It’s a good practice to have your original Will at your 
house or in a safe deposit box in
your bank, to let your executors know where that 
Will is. It is also good practice to have persons
closest to you to be the executor, or the person who 
will execute your Will, and have two
subsequent or back up executors, just in case the 
first one or two executors are not around or cannot 
perform their duties.
If you have children under 18, you must likewise 
identify who would be the guardian to
raise these children up until the age of 18. Likewise, 
you should have three names – a primary
person and if that person predeceases you or is un-
able to perform their duties then you would
have a backup. Likewise, if the second person cannot 
fulfill their duties, then you would have a
third person.
Finally, you would have a trustee and that person 
would be in charge of all of the money
for the minors up until the age of 18 or any age you 
identify over 18 for them to take their
inheritance as a part of your estate.
I hope that this has been helpful and has answered a 
few questions as to the need to have
a Will for every in our communit

Article by Khalid Y. Hamideh
Civil rights attorney 
General counsel and 

spokesman for Islamic 
organizations

Dallas, TX
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Medical Beds, wheel Chairs and 
other equipment loaned FREE to 
underprivileged people in 
Hyderabad, India
You use it until you are free of illness
Contact: 
Mr. Ateeq 995 120 7710 (Hyd)
Mr. Azeem: WA# 00 1219 588 1538

Offers
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100 YEARS AGO THE BOY KING’S TOMB WAS DISCOVERED. THIS SUMMER, CELEBRATE 
THE ANNIVERSARY BY VENTURING INTO THE VALLEY OF THE KINGS AT IMMERSIVE 
KING TUT!

THE GROUND-BREAKING IMMERSIVE KING TUT EXPERIENCE TAKES YOU ON A MYTH-
ICAL JOURNEY THROUGH THE EGYPTIAN AFTERLIFE! AS PHARAOH, TUTANKHAMUN 
IS THE SUN OF HIS NATION. IN THIS IMMERSIVE EXPERIENCE, YOU WILL FOLLOW HIM 
ON HIS JOURNEY THROUGH THE UNDERWORLD – WILL HE TRIUMPH AND BRING HIS 
PEOPLE ETERNAL LIGHT AND PROSPERITY?

IMMERSE YOURSELF! EXPERIENCE ANCIENT EGYPT LIKE NEVER BEFORE!

UNRAVEL THE MYTHS AND LEGENDS AT IMMERSIVE KING TUT!
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IFTEKHAR SHAREEF PAGE

Get together at the residence of Consul general of india Shri Amit Kumar Ji along with other friends
Left down: with Raghu Nayak

Community lunch with Democtatic Candidate for district 41 Nabeela Syed

August 15 th Independence Day flag hoisting in 
front of Daley Plaza Downtown Chicago . With 
Consul general of india Amit Kumar ji , Rakesh 
Malhotra FIA Chicago president, congressman 
Brad Scieder , Alderwoman Debra Silverstein and 
other US politicians.

UAE Emirati leading law offices owner and leading bussiness man visited my residence in 
Shamsabad, Hyderabad

India Independence Day banquets cultural program. Seen 
with me congressmen Raja Krishnamurty, mayor of Oak 
Brook Gopal Lalmalani, mayor of lincolnwood Jesal Patel , 
president FIA Rakesh Malhotra and other Trustees of FIA
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Pakistani Independence Day observed annually on 14 August, is a national holi-
day in Pakistan. Pakistani American community in Chicago questioned each 
other How to commemorate the day safely in a pandemic.

This year the Pakistani independent day celebration is different as America is 
the worst-hit Country including Chicago and its suburbs by the deadly coro-
navirus leading to the cancellation of events like Flag ceremony Downtown 
Chicago, Devon avenue Independence Day Parade, Taste of Pakistan Festival, 
Bolingbrook and Mera Pakistan Heritage festival, Niles and several others.

The pandemic has changed to do few limited celebrations this year in some 
areas. The Consulate General of Pakistan in Chicago hosted a small celebration 
inside the Consulate Office on August 14th, 2020. Where Consulate General of 
Pakistan in Chicago Mr. Javed Ahmed Umrani conveyed President Dr. Arif Alvi 
and Prime Minister Imran Khan message of felicitation to the attendees.

In the message President Dr. Arif Alvi said, “On this historic day, I must pay 
tribute to our doctors, nurses, health care workers that saved the lives of people 
by putting their own lives at risk during the pandemic. Additionally, I also 
deeply admire the role of the media, Ulema, NDMA, NCOC, provincial gov-
ernments, and law enforcement agencies in creating awareness and helping to 
enforce the SOPs about Covid-19. The success of the Ehsaas Program under-
lines the fact that people unite when all segments are taken care of. Our econo-
my is improving in every regard, and I am sure that we have reached a tipping 
point in this regard.”

In the message Prime Minister Imran Khan said, “I congratulate the entire 
nation on 74th Independence Day. This auspicious occasion is a moment to 
reaffirm our pledge to continue pursuing the vision of Father of the Nation. The 
day is an occasion to pay tribute to all those sons of the soil who laid their lives 
while defending and protecting territorial as well as ideological frontiers of the 
motherland.”
Social distancing was observed among attendees and community members who 
attended the ceremony.

The Biggest and Private ceremony held in St Charles Illinois where 50 People 

attended the ceremony was hosted by well-known community members and 
social activists Miss. Lubna Ejaz and Aijaz Baig. It takes place Saturday, August 
15th, 2020, from 2 p.m. to 5 p.m. at Mount Saint Mary Park.

The celebration features a fun filled day for all ages, Musical performances by 
noted and popular artists from Chicagoland. A cake cutting ceremony in con-
nection with 73rd Independence Day celebrations was held also. As the cake 
cutting commenced, the occasion filled with cheers of “Happy birthday Paki-
stan and Pakistan ZindaBad.”

The program was very well organized, prestigious and enjoyed by the attendees 
and will be remembered. A sumptuous Lunch was served for all.
Photographs and Press release by: Syed Khalil Ullah

Freelance journalist

Pakistani American in Chicago celebrated Independence Day 
with amid challenges
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The Islamic Society of North America (ISNA) Returns to  

Chicago for Largest American Muslim Convention 

The Islamic Society of North America (ISNA) will be hosting its 59th An-
nual Convention in Chicago September 2-5, 2022. 
  
The theme this year is “Resilience, Hope, & Faith: With Hardship, Comes 
Ease”. ISNA’s Annual Convention is the largest gatherings of Muslims in 
North America. One of the main public attractions is the annual bazaar 
which features over 550 vendors including clothing designers, booksellers, 
non-profit and much more. ISNA is widely regarded as the most signifi-
cant convener of Muslims in North America. 
  
Mir Khan, ISNA Board Member & Chairman, Convention Steering Com-
mittee, while addressing the press conference in Chicago said: “Islamic 
Society of North America (ISNA) is the largest and oldest Islamic umbrel-
la organization in North America. ISNA fosters the development of the 
community through convention, conference, education forums, interfaith 
activities, youth programs, civic engagement and other avenues. ISNA’s 
annual convention isn’t merely about bringing together the Muslim com-
munity.  Our goal is also to unite people across different faiths and back-
grounds in the spirit of peace and better understanding. ISNA has invited 
a rich list of speakers, scholars, community leaders, and public servants. 
We live in challenging times by showcasing a diverse array of voices, sto-
ries and viewpoints, we hope to continue shaping a new narrative around 
what it means to be a mainstream Muslim today.” 
  
Mir Khan said “The Convention will have plenary sessions, main sessions, 
parallel sessions, round table discussion, health fair, young professionals 
sessions, around 200 renowned speakers, inspiring & leadership lectures, 
art exhibit, meet the author, largest bazaar in America with 550 booths, 
interfaith reception, entertainment, film festival, fashion show for ladies, 
young professionals banquet, photography exhibit, qira’at competition, 
matrimonial banquets, community service recognition luncheon, chil-
dren’s program, babysitting, basketball tournament and more. There will 
be many featured speakers at this year’s Convention such as Khizr Khan, 
Siraj Wahhaj, Miko Peled, Sayyed Hossein Nasr, Dalia Mogahed and 
many well-known community leaders.    
  
Ashfaq Syed, Convention Steering Committee Secretary, said: “The four-
days ISNA convention will unite both Muslim and interfaith individuals, 
families, businesses and non-profit organizations for a full schedule of lec-
tures, discussions, debates and entertainment.” ISNA will have over 20,000 
plus guest attending the 59th ISNA Convention during the long Labor 
Day Weekend from September 2-5, 2022, at Donald E. Stephens Conven-
tion Center, 5555 N River Road, Rosemont, IL 60018. This convention 
will have attendees from across the globe and there are more than 200 vol-
unteers working hard for 3 months to make this convention successful.” 
  
Ashfaq Syed explained the incredible experience the Convention will be 

for the attendees. He also requested all the community members to join 
ISNA convention for the great experience. The Convention may be for 
four days, but the memories last for a lifetime.” he said. ISNA convention 
helps city to generating good business transaction in four days.  
  
ISNA has its roots with the Muslim Student Association (MSA) from 1963 
and ISNA was incorporated in 1981. Its headquarters is located in Plain-
field, IN. ISNA has a wide variety of services and programs including edu-
cation forums for Islamic schools, webinars, regional conferences, youth 
development, community resources, scholarships, mosque development, 
chaplaincy endorsement, matrimonial services, community outreach and 
interfaith programs. 
  
The last two years have been challenging for the global community due 
to COVID-19 exacerbated by the climate crisis. As we know more than 6 
million people globally and more than 1 million here in the United States 
have lost their lives. Our prayers are for those who have passed away and 
all who have been affected by this pandemic. 
For more information and registration, please visit www.isna.net 
  
Ashfaq Syed, 
ISNA Convention Steering Committee Secretary, 
Mobile No:+1 779 227 9901 
Email Id: Ashfaq_iqra@hotmail.com

Picture caption: Mir Khan, ISNA Board Member & Chairman, Conven-
tion Steering Committee and Ashfaq Syed, Secretary, Convention Steer-
ing Committee Chicago addressing press conference in Chicago

Prominent journalist 
Syed Khawaja Naz-
imuddin Saleem passed 
away in Chicago on 
Monday, August 22 
after a short illness. 
The deceased was 72 
years old. He had been 
in Chicago for the past 
32 years and was the 
owner of Gulshan De-
wan Restaurant and 
Catering.
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Explained: Why Ghulam Nabi Azad’s
 resignation from the Congress comes 
                           as no surprise
Ghulam Nabi Azad, the veteran Congress 
leader, has been unhappy with the func-
tioning of the party for a long time. Signs 
of his discontentment have been visible 
since 2020 when he questioned the leader-
ship to as recently as last week when he 
refused a key posting for the Jammu and 
Kashmir unit
The Congress continues to implode. Two 
days after national spokesperson Jaiveer 
Shergill quit the party, veteran leader 
Ghulam Nabi Azad too announced that he 
was stepping away from the party.

In a five-page letter, which he addressed to 
Congress chief Sonia Gandhi, he said the 
party had reached a point of “no return”. 
He was exceptionally harsh in his criti-
cism of Rahul Gandhi, saying, “After the 
entry of Rahul Gandhi into politics and 
particularly after January 2013 when he 
was appointed as vice president by you, 
the entire consultative mechanism which 
existed earlier was demolished by him. 
All senior and experienced leaders were 
sidelined and new coterie of inexperienced 
sycophants started running the affairs of 
the party.”

“One of the most glaring examples of 
this immaturity was the tearing up of a 
government ordinance in the full glare 
of the media by Rahul Gandhi…This 
‘childish’ behaviour completely subverted 
the authority of the prime minister and 
Government of India. This one single ac-
tion more than anything else contributed 
significantly to the defeat of the UPA Gov-
ernment in 2014 that was at the receiving 
end of a campaign of calumny and insinu-
ation from a combination of the forces of 
the right wing and certain unscrupulous 
corporate interests.”
Azad’s resignation from the Congress has 
been long time coming. A leading member 
of the G-23 or the group of 23 “dissent-
ers”, the veteran leader — he joined the 
Congress in the 1970s — has had strained 
relations with his party in the recent times. 
In fact, early last week, he had declined the 
post of party’s campaign chief in Jammu 
and Kashmir.

Here’s a look at the many instances that 
Ghulam Nabi Azad and the Congress have 
not seen eye-to-eye on matters, leading to 
disputes.

G-23 grouping

When Ghulam Nabi Azad became the face 
of the G-23, the dissenters group, it came 
as a complete surprise, as Azad has been 
considered as a die-hard Gandhi family 
loyalist.

The grouping, which included Kapil 
Sibal, Shashi Tharoor, M Veerappa Moily, 
Bhupinder Singh Hooda and Prithviraj 

Chavan first wrote to interim party chief 
Sonia Gandhi in August 2020, seeking 
an organisational overhaul. Their voices 
became only louder as time passed by and 
in August 2021, they publicly claimed that 
the Congress party “is weakening” and 
that they have come together to strengthen 
it.

Kapil Sibal, who has since left the party, 
was quoted as saying, “The truth is we can 
see that the Congress is weakening. We 
had gathered earlier also and together we 
have to strengthen the Congress.”

The grouping kept reiterating that they 
wanted to invigorate the party and be a 
feasible opposition to the BJP.

In March this year, after the Congress 
drew a blank in all five state elections, they 
met again at Azad’s residence.

According to an Indian Express report, the 
leaders agreed that the party was staring 
at an “existential crisis” and it will sink 
further if credible corrective actions are 
not taken. It cannot be business as usual, 
some argued.

Asked how they plan to take it forward, a 
leader said: “If we don’t take it forward, we 
sink. We are sitting in a boat in the turbu-
lent ocean of Indian politics where water is 
gushing in from all directions. So, we can 
either submerge or some of us will try to 
take it back to the shore,” he said.

India Today reported that the G23 mem-
bers demanded a new Congress president 
“as soon as possible” and asked for speed-
ing up the electoral process for the same.

Explained Why Ghulam Nabi Azads 
resignation from the Congress comes as 
no surprise
Ghulam Nabi Azad was an integral part of 
the G-23 or the group of 23 “dissenters” in 
the Congress. PTI
Criticising the party leadership

Besides being a part of the G-23 grouping, 
Azad has on numerous occasions criti-
cised the party’s leadership.

In November 2020, Azad blamed the Con-
gress party’s poor showing at the polls on a 
‘five-star culture’.

“The problem with our leaders is that if 
they get a party ticket, they first book a 
five-star hotel. Even there they want a 
deluxe place. Then they will not move 
without an air-conditioned car. They will 
not go to places where there is an untarred 
road,” he told news agency ANI.

“Elections are not fought from five-star 
hotels... We can’t win until we change this 

culture,” he added.

In 2021, he once again slammed the party’s 
functioning and was quoted as telling 
NDTV, “When Rajiv ji joined politics, 
Indira Gandhi called both of us and told 
Rajiv ji that Ghulam Nabi can even say no 
to me, but that NO doesn’t mean disobey-
ing or disrespect, that’s for the good of the 
party. Today, no one is ready to listen to 
that no. For saying no you become nobody 
today.”

Explained Why Ghulam Nabi Azads 
resignation from the Congress comes as 
no surprise
Ghulam Nabi Azad has been considered a 
die-hard loyalist of the Gandhi family. But 
in recent times, he has not been able to see 
eye-to-eye with the leadership. PTI
Padma for Ghulam Nabi Azad?

Most often awards are celebrated. How-
ever, when the Narendra Modi-led gov-
ernment decided to award Ghulam Nabi 
Azad with a Padma Bhushan in January it 
became a sticking point for the Congress.

Congress colleague Jairam Ramesh threw 
shade at the veteran leader. Retweeting the 
news of Bengal chief minister Buddhadeb 
Bhattacharjee declining the Padma award, 
Ramesh tweeted, “Right thing to do. He 
wants to be Azad not Ghulam.” While 
Azad kept mum on the matter, his fellow 
colleagues, Shashi Tharoor and Kapil Sibal, 
offered their best wishes.

Sibal even slammed the party, claiming 
that it was ironic that the Congress does 
not need Azad’s services but the nation 
recognises his contributions to public life.

Farewell speech raises eyebrows

In February when Ghulam Nabi Azad 
finally bid adieu to the Rajya Sabha after 
serving for eight terms, his farewell in 
the Upper House created quite a political 
storm.

In his 30-minute-long speech, he paid 

tribute to former Prime Minister Atal 
Bihari Vajpayee and said that it was the 
former prime minister from whom he 
learnt to run the House.

“I learned a lot from Atal ji...how to break 
the deadlock and how to run the House,” 
Ghulam Nabi Azad said in Rajya Sabha.

He also thanked Prime Minister Narendra 
Modi in his speech in Rajya Sabha. Azad 
said the PM never took his words against 
him in the Upper House personally and 
separated the personal from politics.

“There were times when we had verbal 
fights. But you (PM Modi) never took my 
words personally,” Ghulam Nabi Azad 
said. The Congress veteran went on to note 
that the country is run with collaborations, 
not fights.

Later, when The Print approached 
Congress leaders for comment on Azad’s 
retirement speech few were willing to 
comment. “You should ask Modi,” a senior 
Congress leader from Kashmir who did 
not wish to be named had said brusquely.

Resigning from J-K post

The last tiff between Azad and the Con-
gress came as recently as last week when 
he refused to assume the post of chair-
man of the Jammu and Kashmir Congress 
campaign committee.

It was reported that he refused the top 
post, due to health reasons. However, 
Congress leader Ashwani Handa in Jam-
mu claimed that Azad was unsatisfied with 
the newly appointed committee.

“The newly constituted campaign com-
mittee has ignored the aspirations of the 
party’s grassroot workers in J&K. Injustice 
has been meted out to them. That’s why 
Ghulam Nabi Azad has resigned as he was 
unsatisfied with the committee,” he was 
quoted as saying by LiveMint.
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Mikhail Gorbachev, who steered Soviet breakup, 
dead at 91

MOSCOW (AP) — Mikhail Gorbachev, who as the last leader 
of the Soviet Union waged a losing battle to salvage a crumbling 
empire but produced extraordinary reforms that led to the end 
of the Cold War, died Tuesday. He was 91.

The Central Clinical Hospital said in a statement that Gor-
bachev died after a long illness. No other details were given.

Kremlin spokesman Dmitry Peskov said in a statement carried 
by Russian news agencies that Russian President Vladimir Putin 
offered deep condolences over Gorbachev’s death and would 
send an official telegram to Gorbachev’s family in the morning.

Though in power less than seven years, Gorbachev unleashed a 
breathtaking series of changes. But they quickly overtook him 
and resulted in the collapse of the authoritarian Soviet state, the 
freeing of Eastern European nations from Russian domination 
and the end of decades of East-West nuclear confrontation.

His decline was humiliating. His power hopelessly sapped by 
an attempted coup against him in August 1991, he spent his last 
months in office watching republic after republic declare inde-
pendence until he resigned on Dec. 25, 1991. The Soviet Union 
wrote itself into oblivion a day later.

A quarter-century after the collapse, Gorbachev told The Asso-
ciated Press that he had not considered using widespread force 
to try to keep the USSR together because he feared chaos in the 
nuclear country.

“The country was loaded to the brim with weapons. And it 
would have immediately pushed the country into a civil war,” 
he said.

Many of the changes, including the Soviet breakup, bore no 
resemblance to the transformation that Gorbachev had envi-
sioned when he became Soviet leader in March 1985.

By the end of his rule he was powerless to halt the whirlwind he 
had sown. Yet Gorbachev may have had a greater impact on the 
second half of the 20th century than any other political figure.

“I see myself as a man who started the reforms that were neces-
sary for the country and for Europe and the world,” Gorbachev 
told The AP in a 1992 interview shortly after he left office.

“I am often asked, would I have started it all again if I had to 
repeat it? Yes, indeed. And with more persistence and determi-
nation,” he said.

Gorbachev won the 1990 Nobel Peace Prize for his role in end-
ing the Cold War and spent his later years collecting accolades 
and awards from all corners of the world. Yet he was widely 
despised at home.

Russians blamed him for the 1991 implosion of the Soviet 
Union — a once-fearsome superpower whose territory frac-
tured into 15 separate nations. His former allies deserted him 
and made him a scapegoat for the country’s troubles.

His run for president in 1996 was a national joke, and he polled 
less than 1% of the vote.

In 1997, he resorted to making a TV ad for Pizza Hut to earn 
money for his charitable foundation.

“In the ad, he should take a pizza, divide it into 15 slices like 
he divided up our country, and then show how to put it back 
together again,” quipped Anatoly Lukyanov, a one-time Gor-
bachev supporter.

Gorbachev never set out to dismantle the Soviet system. What 
he wanted to do was improve it.

Soon after taking power, Gorbachev began a campaign to end 
his country’s economic and political stagnation, using “glas-
nost” or openness, to help achieve his goal of “perestroika” or 
restructuring.

In his memoirs, he said he had long been frustrated that in a 
country with immense natural resources, tens of millions were 
living in poverty.

“Our society was stifled in the grip of a bureaucratic command 

system,” Gorbachev wrote. “Doomed 
to serve ideology and bear the heavy 
burden of the arms race, it was strained 
to the utmost.”

Once he began, one move led to anoth-
er: He freed political prisoners, allowed 
open debate and multi-candidate elec-
tions, gave his countrymen freedom 
to travel, halted religious oppression, 
reduced nuclear arsenals, established 
closer ties with the West and did not 
resist the fall of Communist regimes in 
Eastern European satellite states.

But the forces he unleashed quickly 
escaped his control.

Long-suppressed ethnic tensions 
flared, sparking wars and unrest in 
trouble spots such as the southern 
Caucasus region. Strikes and labor unrest followed price in-
creases and shortages of consumer goods.

In one of the low points of his tenure, Gorbachev sanctioned a 
crackdown on the restive Baltic republics in early 1991.

The violence turned many intellectuals and reformers against 
him. Competitive elections also produced a new crop of 
populist politicians who challenged Gorbachev’s policies and 
authority.

Chief among them was his former protegee and eventual nem-
esis, Boris Yeltsin, who became Russia’s first president.

“The process of renovating this country and bringing about 
fundamental changes in the international community proved to 
be much more complex than originally anticipated,” Gorbachev 
told the nation as he stepped down.

“However, let us acknowledge what has been achieved so far. 
Society has acquired freedom; it has been freed politically and 
spiritually. And this is the most important achievement, which 
we have not fully come to grips with in part because we still 
have not learned how to use our freedom.”

There was little in Gorbachev’s childhood to hint at the pivotal 
role he would play on the world stage. On many levels, he had a 
typical Soviet upbringing in a typical Russian village. But it was 
a childhood blessed with unusual strokes of good fortune.

Mikhail Sergeyevich Gorbachev was born March 2, 1931, in the 
village of Privolnoye in southern Russia. Both of his grandfa-
thers were peasants, collective farm chairmen and members of 
the Communist Party, as was his father.

Despite stellar party credentials, Gorbachev’s family did not 
emerge unscathed from the terror unleashed by Soviet dictator 
Josef Stalin: Both grandfathers were arrested and imprisoned 
for allegedly anti-Soviet activities.

But, rare in that period, both were eventually freed. In 1941, 
when Gorbachev was 10, his father went off to war, along with 
most of the other men from Privolnoye.

Meanwhile, the Nazis pushed across the western steppes in their 
blitzkrieg against the Soviet Union; they occupied Privolnoye 
for five months.

When the war was over, young Gorbachev was one of the few 
village boys whose father returned. By age 15, Gorbachev was 
helping his father drive a combine harvester after school and 
during the region’s blistering, dusty summers.

His performance earned him the order of the Red Banner of 
Labor, an unusual distinction for a 17-year-old. That prize and 
the party background of his parents helped him land admission 
in 1950 to the country’s top university, Moscow State.

There, he met his wife, Raisa Maximovna Titorenko, and joined 
the Communist Party. The award and his family’s credentials 
also helped him overcome the disgrace of his grandfathers’ 
arrests, which were overlooked in light of his exemplary Com-
munist conduct.

In his memoirs, Gorbachev described himself as something of 
a maverick as he advanced through the party ranks, sometimes 
bursting out with criticism of the Soviet system and its leaders.

His early career coincided with the “thaw” begun by Nikita 
Khrushchev. As a young Communist propaganda official, he 
was tasked with explaining the 20th Party Congress that re-
vealed Soviet dictator Josef Stalin’s repression of millions to lo-
cal party activists. He said he was met first by “deathly silence,” 
then disbelief.

“They said: ‘We don’t believe it. It can’t be. You want to blame 
everything on Stalin now that he’s dead,’” he told The Associated 
Press in a 2006 interview.

He was a true if unorthodox believer in socialism. He was 
elected to the powerful party Central Committee in 1971, took 
over Soviet agricultural policy in 1978, and became a full Polit-
buro member in 1980.

Along the way he was able to travel to the West, to Belgium, 
Germany, France, Italy and Canada. Those trips had a profound 
effect on his thinking, shaking his belief in the superiority of 
Soviet-style socialism.

“The question haunted me: Why was the standard of living in 
our country lower than in other developed countries?” he re-
called in his memoirs. “It seemed that our aged leaders were not 
especially worried about our undeniably lower living standards, 
our unsatisfactory way of life, and our falling behind in the field 
of advanced technologies.”

But Gorbachev had to wait his turn. Soviet leader Leonid 
Brezhnev died in 1982, and was succeeded by two other geriat-
ric leaders: Yuri Andropov, Gorbachev’s mentor, and Konstan-
tin Chernenko.

It wasn’t until March 1985, when Chernenko died, that the par-
ty finally chose a younger man to lead the country: Gorbachev. 
He was 54 years old.

His tenure was filled with rocky periods, including a poorly 
conceived anti-alcohol campaign, the Soviet military withdraw-
al from Afghanistan, and the Chernobyl nuclear disaster.

But starting in November 1985, Gorbachev began a series of 
attention-grabbing summit meetings with world leaders, espe-
cially U.S. Presidents Ronald Reagan and George Bush, which 
led to unprecedented, deep reductions in the American and 
Soviet nuclear arsenals.

After years of watching a parade of stodgy leaders in the Krem-
lin, Western leaders practically swooned over the charming, 
vigorous Gorbachev and his stylish, brainy wife.

But perceptions were very different at home. It was the first 
time since the death of Soviet founder Vladimir Lenin that the 
wife of a Soviet leader had played such a public role, and many 
Russians found Raisa Gorbachev showy and arrogant.
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NJ India Day Parade organizer issues apology for 
‘blatant divisive symbols’

Suzanne Russell, MyCentralJersey.com

EDISON – The president of the Indian Business Associa-
tion has issued a letter of apology to the mayors of Edison 
and Woodbridge for including a divisive image in the 
2022 India Independence Day parade that offended some 
community members and sparked backlash against the 
organization.

The organization’s president also pledged to ban similar 
symbols from parades in the future.

“Our parade should never be about politics and should 
never include these blatant divisive symbols. Our parade 
should recognize us as South Asians living in two of the 
best towns in the country,” Chandrakant Patel, Indian 
Business Association president said, in an Aug. 30 letter 
to Edison Mayor Sam Joshi and Woodbridge Mayor John 
McCormac.

McCormac declined to comment, and a message seeking comment from 
Joshi has not been returned.

“We hereby made the commitment that we will not allow these symbols 
in the future and that we will work with all different groups of South 
Asian heritage to make sure that our parade remains the best in the State 
of New Jersey,” Patel’s letter states.

Patel said in his letter that the organization offers sincere apologies for 
certain aspects of the parade that “reflected poorly on our organization 
and offended the Indian American minority groups, especially Muslims, 
from the local area and across the state and country,”

On Aug. 14 the Indian Business Association hosted an India Day parade 

along Oak Tree Road from Edison to Woodbridge, two Central Jersey 
communities with large Asian Indian populations and business districts. 
The parade marked the 75th anniversary of India’s independence.

This year’s parade also featured a piece of construction equipment viewed 
as a symbol of hate, particularly by the Muslim community. Last week a 
large group, many from the Asian Indian community, turned out at two 
different Edison Township Council meetings to voice their opposition on 
the meaning and use of the symbol. Some council members, who were 
initially unaware of the meaning behind the construction equipment, 
called for the Indian Business Association to be held accountable.

“The parade should be and has always been about a celebration of our 
Indian heritage and inclusion and diversity among our many different 
cultures and religions,” Patel said in his letter. “Unfortunately there was 
a bulldozer among the floats in the parade which is a divisive image that 
did not reflect our mission. It was seen quite negatively by many who are 
deeply impacted and insulted by certain activities that have been hap-
pening in India. Many who participated or watched the parade or heard 
about the activities from social media accounts were offended by this 
symbol and by comments made by our guest speaker and that was not our 
intention.”

Selaedin Maksut, executive director of CAIR-NJ, the New Jersey chapter 
of the Council on American-Islamic Relations, said the IBA’s apology 
acknowledged its wrongdoing, which he said is a step toward making fu-
ture parades representative of the Indian population, including Muslims, 
Christians, Sikhs, Dalits and Tribals.

“We agree that future parades cannot include blatantly divisive symbols 
and guest speakers and should never be about politics. Such hatred can-
not be tolerated. Instead the parade should celebrate India’s independence 
and rich culture and diversity,” Maksut said.

He also thanked McCormac for taking the community’s concerns seri-
ously and calling for the IBA to issue a public apology.

“The bulldozer is a symbol of intimidation and support for the oppression 
of minorities in India. Such hateful symbols have no place on our streets,” 
said Maksut, adding McCormac expressed a desire to establish an advi-
sory committee with the objective to ensure that the IBA’s commitment is 
maintained. “This effort meets the need for accountability, going beyond 
acknowledgment.”
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Pandya gets 5-wicket win for India v Pakistan; 

Kohli back

DUBAI, United Arab Emirates (AP) — Batting 
great Virat Kohli had a nervy 100th T20 inter-
national as teammate Hardik Pandya led India 
to a five-wicket victory over archrivals Pakistan 
in the Asia Cup on Sunday.

Pandya claimed 3-25 with his fiery short-
pitched deliveries and helped India to limit 
Pakistan to 147 before smashing an unbeaten 
33 off 17 balls which carried India to 148-5 with 
just two balls to spare.

“It’s important to assess the situation and use 
your weapons,” Pandya said. “I knew they had 
(Mohammad) Nawaz waiting to bowl, and 
while we needed seven (runs off the last over), 
even if we needed 15, I would have fancied my 
chances.”

Pakistan was set to upstage India but a calm 
Pandya smashed three boundaries in the penul-
timate over against Haris Rauf before finishing 
off the game in style with a six over wide mid on 
against left-arm spinner Nawaz (3-33).

- ADVERTISEMENT -

India’s ploy to challenge the Pakistan top order 
with short balls after winning the toss worked 
perfectly as Bhuvneshwar Kumar (4-26) got the 
key wickets of captain Babar Azam (10) and 
Fakhar Zaman (10) inside the batting power-
play.

Pandya then sliced through the middle order 
and also had top-scorer Mohammad Rizwan 
(43) dismissed with another sharp bouncer 
before No. 11 Shahnawaz Dahani smashed two 
late sixes to give Pakistan a glimmer of hope. 
Dahani, who made 16 off six balls, was the last 
man out with a ball remaining in the innings.

“The way we started we were 10-15 runs short,” 
Babar said. “Dahani stepped up with the bat 
which really gave us something to defend, but 
it’s a shame we couldn’t finish it off.

“We wanted to have 15 or so (runs) to defend 

for Nawaz (in the last over), but that wasn’t to be 
and Pandya finished it off wonderfully.”

In the absence of injured Shaheen Shah Afridi, 
Pakistan’s second-string fast bowlers still domi-
nated India’s strong top order.

Debutant Naseem Shah had KL Rahul bowled 
for a golden duck before Kohli was dropped on 
zero by Zaman at second slip off the second ball 
he faced from the 19-year-old pacer’s superb 
first over.

Kohli’s landmark 100th T20I, after a rest of 
more than six weeks, bracketed him with only 
Ross Taylor of New Zealand to have played 100 
games in all three formats.

After his early escape, Kohli smashed Dah-
ani with his trademark pull to the midwicket 
boundary in the second over before top-edging 
a six over the keeper’s head against Rauf. How-
ever, Kohli was tied down by both spinners 
Shadab Khan and Nawaz before falling midway 
through the India innings with 35 off 34 balls.

Rohit Sharma scored 12 off 18 balls before he 
and Kohli both holed out at long off in succes-
sive deliveries from Nawaz 
(3-33).

Shah, who struggled with 
cramps in his return spell, 
had Suryakumar Yadav 
(18) clean bowled in his 
return spell to finish with 
2-27 but Pandya and Ra-
vindra Jadeja (35) didn’t 
let the game slip away with 
their 52-run stand for the 
fifth wicket and took the 
game deep.

With seven required off 
the last six balls, 
Nawaz clean 
bowled Jadeja 
with the first ball 

before Pandya finished off the game in style.

“Halfway through the innings, we still believed,” 
Rohit said. “That’s the kind of belief we want to 
have in this group, where you’re not in the game 
and you still manage to pull it off … I’ll take 
wins like this over one-sided wins.”

Pakistan is still favorite to advance as it will 
take on qualifier Hong Kong in its last Group A 
game. Afghanistan, Bangladesh and Sri Lanka 
are in Group B.

The top two teams from both groups advance to 
the Super 4 stage where they will play each other 
once before the top two advance to the final on 
Sept. 11.
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CHARMINAR CONNECTION
FOUNDED BY MIRZA PERVAIZ BAIG
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A Tribute To Urdu
Har mazhab ki zaban hai Urdu
Har mehfil ki shaan hai Urdu

Hyderabadi tehzeeb ki aan hai urdu
Bollywood ki jaan hai urdu

PIYARI URDU, PIYARI URDU,PIYARI URDU
Urdu nahee to Ghalib nahee Iqbal nahee

Urdu nahee to Sir Syed nahee ,Premchand nahee
urdu nahee to Rafi nahee, Lata nahee

Urdu nahee to Dileep nahee, Nargis nahee
PIYARI URDU,PIYARI URDU,PIYARI URDU

Farsi aur hindi ki aulad hai urdu
Angraizi kay liyay faulad hai urdu

Jisnay is ko galay lagaya,uskay liyay liaqat bun gayee
Aur jisnay muh phair liya,uskayliyay jahalat bun gayee

PIYARI URDU, PIYARI URDU, PIYARI URDU
Mana ke umr may sab zabanaon say choti hai

Laikin iski shohrat sab say badi hai
Hind o Pak may hai iska bol bala

Bangladesh may bhi hai iska jan nay wala
PIYARI URDU, PIYARI URDU, PIYARI URDU

Rocketaon say bhi oonchi hai iski udan
Samandaraon say bhi gehri hai iski daughaan

Ashekhaon kay dilaon ki hai yeh aawaaz
Mashukhaon kay dilaon ki hai yeh saaz                     

PIYARI URDU, PIYARI URDU, PIYARI URDU
Abid bhi, Zahed bhi kiya hai urdu ka intekhaab --( Intekhab press of siasat)

Laaya hai Siasat ke zariyay sahafat ka inkhelaab     
Urdu nay dee hai Rehnuma ko ek ViKhaar (chief editor of Rehnuma)

Munsif o etemaad ka bhi kiya hai parchaar.
PIYARI URDU, PIYARI URDU, PIYARI URdu
Katju aur Kiran bhi kartay hain urdu ki himayet

Urdu hi to dee hogi inko  yeh hidayet
Aye Saif yeh liknay tu kaisay ki hai jurrath

Urdu hi to dee hogee isko yeh himmath
Piyari Urdu Piyari Urdu Piyari Urdu.

Written by S. Saifullah Quadri

The only time I had any contact with the family 
of the late Hyderabadi Prime Minister Kishen 
Parshad was when Mr Zahir Ahmed, HCS, 
visited Ottawa on the Labour Day weekend in 
1982, along with Razia Chachi (his wife).

Zahir Chacha was Taluqdar Nizamabad and 
my father, M. Tahir Siddiqui, HCS, served un-
der him as Second Taluqdar sometime in the 
1930s before I was born. Therefore, he knew 
me as a child and I reverted to my childhood 
and had a great time goofing around that week-
end. Inter alia we visited the Parliament Hill 
(photo).

In 1959 I had hitchhiked while a student in 
Ohio to New York City where Zahir Chacha 
was serving with the UN staff. We had had a 
great time together. One night they took me to 
a New Year’s Party at the residence of the Hy-
derabadi Nobel nominee Professor Dr Raziud-
din Siddiqui, but Chachi fed me a wholesome 
dinner with a caveat that I can have only one 
serving at our host’s; reminding me of Hyder-
abadi manners.

Zahir Chacha had also represented the Nizam’s 
Government at the UN in 1948 along with 
Zain Yar Jung, Mir Nawaz Jung and Shiam 
Sunder, the leader of the Scheduled Cast (Un-
touchables) until they received a telegram on 
17 September 1948 from the Nizam that he had 
acceded to a ceasefire with the Indian military, 
and the delegation devolved.

Mir Nawaz Jung (whom I met in Geneva in 
1970) and Zain Yar Jung went to Pakistan; Za-
hir Chacha and Shiam Sunder to Hyderabad. 
Zahir Chacha after his UN stint in the 1960s 
served as India’s Ambassador to Saudi Arabia. 
Later on as Special Adviser to Nizam VIII The 
Prince Mukkaram Jah.

Any to end the story after we had a sumptuous 

dinner at a Turkish restaurant 
in Ottawa, Chacha asked me 
to take him to the residence of 
Mr Babar Mirza.

When we arrived there Mr 
Babar Mirza hugged Chacha 
saying: “Zahir Ahmed I am 

seeing you after 37 years.”

That’s when I found out that 
Mrs Mirza was the daughter of 
Prime Minister Kishen Par-
shad. She and Mr Mirza both 
have now passed on.

I Ben-Tahir

Ottawa, Canada

Meri Kahani Idris Ben-Tahir
Re: Kishen Parshad
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National Snakebite 
Management Protocol, 

India is recognised as having the highest snakebite mortality in the 
world. 

 
 Most of the fatalities are due to the victim not reaching the hospital in 

time and are preventable. 
 

 Research has shown that PHC doctors do not treat snakebite mainly due 
to lack of confidence.  

 
At the secondary and tertiary care level Emergency departments, multi-
ple protocols are followed mainly from western textbooks which are not 

appropriate for Indian settings.  
 

Anti snake venom (ASV) are administered when it is not required and/
or in doses well in excess of the required amount. 

 
 In response, Government of India, Health & Family Welfare Depart-

ment with WHO, has prepared a National Snakebite Management 
Protocol to provide doctors and lay people with the best, evidence based 

approach to dealing with snakebite in India. 
*The majority of current first aid methods adopted by victims such as 
tourniquets, cutting and suction and herbal remedies are completely 

ineffective and dangerous. * 
 

It is now recommended to adopt what has been called the ‘Do it 
R.I.G.H.T.’ approach, stressing the need for Reassurance, Immobilisation 
as per a fractured limb, Getting to Hospital without delay and Telling the 

doctor of any symptoms that develop.  
 

20 Minute Whole Blood Clotting Test (20WBCT) in the diagnosis 
and management of viperine bite- 10ml blood of victim in plain vial is 

checked for clotting after 20min. 
 If not clotted- suggest viper.  

 

Pain management - never give NSAIDs- causes more bleeding. Never 
give morphine- can cause respiratory failure.  

 
ASV Administration Criteria-ASV should be administered if there is 

significant envenomation i.e. incoagulable blood shown by the 20WBCT 
or significant limb swelling for viperine bite, neurological signs for cobra 

& krait bite. 
 

 ASV Dosage & Repeat Dosage-The recommended initial dose of ASV is 
8-10 vials administered over 1 hour.  

 
Mode of administration of ASV is IV only.  

 
Dose of ASV is same in children, pregnant or elderly, because venom 

injected is of same amount, so ASV required is of same dose.  
 

Repeat doses for haemotoxic viperine snakes is based on the 6 hour rule.  
 

Repeat doses for neurotoxic snakes is based on the 1-2 hour rule.  
 

The maximum recommended dose for haemotoxic bites in 30 vials of 
ASV.  

 
The maximum recommended dose for neurotoxic bites is 20 vials of 

ASV.  
 

ASV Reactions- No ASV Test Doses are to be administered.  
 

At the first sign of an adverse reaction the ASV is halted-0.5mg Adrena-
line is given IM- ASV remaining dose should be given- Avil & Effcorlin 

can be given to prevent ASV anaphylaxis. 
 

 Neurotoxic Bite -neostigmine test-Despite the fact that the neostigmine 
test (Neostigmine 0.5mg IM with atropine 0.6mg IV) was actually an 

Indian discovery, it is still poorly used in India.  
Neostigmine works in cobra bite as cobra venom acts on post-synaptic 

neurons. 
 

 Hemotoxic bites with correct signs of envenomation can be treated with 
8-10 vials of ASV, stabilised if any ASV reaction occurs with adrenaline 
and then transferred to a higher centre with the ability to carry out the 
required blood tests to identify occult bleeding or renal impairment.  

 
Heparin has no role in curing DIC of snakebite, and can increase bleed-

ing, so contraindicated in viperine bites. 
 

 Botrophase should not be used as coagulant in controlling viperine bite 
bleeding, as it causes consumptive coagulopathy. 

 
 Neurotoxic bites with correct signs of envenomation can be treated with 
8-10 vials of ASV, stabilised if any ASV reaction occurs with adrenaline 

and administered the neostigmine test. 
 

 If there is no evidence of impending respiratory failure, determined by 
patient ability to perform a neck lift the patient can be treated locally. 

 
 If the patient is unable to perform a neck lift then they will be trans-

ferred to a higher centre with mechanical ventilatory capability.  
 

The rational application of ASV and repeat doses has resulted in patients 
being discharged earlier. 

 
Please forward this post to all groups having Doctors  

NobleDOCS.live & Nobleconnection.ORG
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This disabled Ukrainian 
converted to Islam after 
taking shelter in a mosque 
during the Russian invasion 
of Ukrainian 
As TRT World reported, 
Urko was forced to lose 
his home and be sepa-
rated from his wife and two 
daughters before converting 
to Islam. Urko then took 
refuge in a mosque in the 
city of Kharkiv, Ukraine.
Urko shared that he was 
left alone when volunteers 
separated and took his fam-
ily somewhere on March 8. 
Usually, Urko continued, 
when there was an attack, 
he and his family went to 
a shelter. However, Urko, 
who was left alone on the 9th floor of a building, began to despair of living 
without gas, light, or water.
That’s when help came to him through an Imam named Muhammad Ali, 
who offered him a place in a mosque in Kharkiv.
According to Imam Muhammad Ali, Urko called and asked the Imam for 
help when the situation became unbearable. And then, Imam invited Urko 
to stay in the mosque, and they became ‘brothers’.
After living in the mosque for a while, Voronko Urko was given hidayah to 
embrace Islam and become a Muslim on August 20, 2022

Kurulus Osman: Queen Azizah of Malaysia (and the two princesses) are fans too & waiting for new episodes just like us. Seen in the Pic are some of 
the actors of the famous Show. Bala hatun seat besides her Not to forget Davut usta, boran alp, cerkutay alp and ayse hatun
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Does turning the air conditioning off when you’re not home 
actually save energy? Three engineers run the numbers

Kyri Baker, Assistant Professor of Build-
ing Systems Engineering, University of 
Colorado Boulder, Aisling Pigott, Ph.D. 
Student in Architectural Engineering, Uni-
versity of Colorado Boulder, and Jennifer 
Scheib, Assistant Teaching Professor of 
Building Systems Engineering, University 
of Colorado Boulder
Hot summer days can mean high electric-
ity bills. People want to stay comfortable 
without wasting energy and money. Maybe 
your household has fought over the best 
strategy for cooling your space. Which is 
more efficient: running the air condition-
ing all summer long without break, or 
turning it off during the day when you’re 
not there to enjoy it?

We are a team of architectural and build-
ing systems engineers who used energy 
models that simulate heat transfer and 
A/C system performance to tackle this pe-
rennial question: Will you need to remove 
more heat from your home by continu-
ously removing heat throughout the day 
or removing excess heat only at the end of 
the day?

The answer boils down to how energy 
intensive it is to remove heat from your 
home. It’s influenced by many factors such 
as how well your house is insulated, the 
size and type of your air conditioner and 
outdoor temperature and humidity.
According to our unpublished calcula-
tions, letting your home heat up while 
you’re out at work and cooling it when you 
get home can use less energy than keeping 
it consistently cool – but it depends.

Blast A/C all day, even when you’re away?

First, think about how heat accumulates 
in the first place. It flows into your home 
when the building has less stored heat 
than outside. If the amount of heat flowing 
into your home is given by a rate of “1 unit 
per hour,” your A/C will always have 1 unit 
of heat to remove every hour. If you turn 
off your A/C and let the heat accumulate, 
you could have up to eight hours’ worth of 
heat at the end of the day.

It’s often less than that, though – homes 
have a limit to how much heat they can 
store. And the amount of heat that enters 
your home depends on how hot the build-
ing was to begin with. For example, if your 
home can only store 5 units of thermal 
energy before coming to an equilibrium 
with the outdoor air temperature, then at 
the end of the day you will only ever have 
to remove 5 units of heat at most.

Additionally, as your home heats up, the 
process of heat transfer slows down; even-
tually it reaches zero heat transfer at equi-
librium, when the temperature inside is 
the same as the temperature outside. Your 
A/C also cools less effectively in extreme 
heat, so keeping it off during the hottest 
parts of the day can increase overall ef-
ficiency of the system. These effects mean 
there’s no one straightforward answer to 
whether you should blast the A/C all day 
or wait until you get back home in the 
evening.

Energy used by different A/C strategies
Consider a test case of a small home with 
typical insulation in two warm climates: 
dry (Arizona) and humid (Georgia). Us-
ing energy modeling software created by 

the U.S. National Renewable 
Energy Laboratory for analyz-
ing energy use in residen-
tial buildings, we looked at 
multiple test cases for energy 
use in this hypothetical 1,200 
square-foot (110 square-me-
ter) home.
We considered three tempera-
ture strategy scenarios. One 
has the indoor temperature 
set to a constant 76 degrees 
Fahrenheit (24.4 degrees 
Celsius). A second lets the 
temperature float up to 89 F (31.6 C) dur-
ing an eight-hour workday – a “setback.” 
The last uses a temperature setback to 89 F 
(31.6 C) for a short four-hour workday.

Within these three scenarios, we looked at 
three different A/C technologies: a single 
stage central A/C, a central air source heat 
pump (ASHP) and minisplit heat pump 
units. Central A/C units are typical of 
current residential buildings, while heat 
pumps are gaining popularity due to their 
improved efficiency. Central ASHPs are 
easily used in one-to-one replacements of 
central A/C units; minisplits are more effi-
cient than central A/C but costly to set up.

We wanted to see how energy use from 
A/C varied across these cases. We knew 
that regardless of the HVAC technology 
used, the A/C system would surge when 
the thermostat setpoint returned to 76 F 
(24.4 C) and also for all three cases in the 
late afternoon when outdoor air tem-
peratures are usually the highest. In the 
setback cases, we programmed the A/C to 
start cooling the space before the resident 

is back, ensuring thermal comfort by the 
time they get home.
What we found was that even when the 
A/C temporarily spikes to recover from 
the higher indoor temperatures, the 
overall energy consumption in the setback 
cases is still less than when maintaining a 
constant temperature throughout the day. 
On an annual scale with a conventional 
central A/C, this could result in energy 
savings of up to 11%.

However, the energy savings may decrease 
if the home is better insulated, the A/C 
is more efficient or the climate has less 
dramatic temperature swings.

The central air source heat pump and 
minisplit heat pump are more efficient 
overall but yield less savings from tem-
perature setbacks. An eight-hour setback 
on weekdays provides savings regardless of 
the system type, while the benefits gleaned 
from a four-hour setback are less straight-
forward.

Renowned Islamic scholar Maulana Syed Jalaluddin Umri passes away in Delhi
Renowned Islamic scholar Maulana Syed Jalaluddin Umri has passed 
away in Delhi at 8:30 pm Friday. He was 87.
Maulana Umri was president of Jamaat e Islami Hind for consecutive 
three terms( 2007-19).

Maulana Umri was born in 1935 in a village called Puttagram, District 
of North Arcot, Tamil Nadu, British India. He was a graduate of Jamia 
Darussalam, Oomerabad, Tamil Nadu. He recieved a master’s degree in 
Islamic Studies from Jamia Darussalam. He also received a bachelor’s 
degree in English literature from Aligarh Muslim University

Maulana Umri began his association with Jamaat-e-Islami Hind during 
his student years. After completing his studies, he dedicated himself to its 
research department. He officially became its member in 1956. He served 
as the city Ameer of Jama’at of Aligarh for a decade, and the editor of its 
monthly Zindagi-e-Nau for five years. Later, the Jama’at elected him to 
its All-India deputy Ameer, which he served for four consecutive terms 
(sixteen years). In 2007, the Jama’at’s Central Council of Representatives 
elected him its Ameer (Chief). He was again re-elected as Jama’at’s Ameer

Maulana Umri was elected as Ameer, Jamaat-e-Islami Hind for the fourth 
term (April 2015 – March 2019).

Jalaluddin Umri was widely-considered, among the Islamic circles of In-
dia, an authority on human rights and Muslim family system.

Jalaluddin Umri had written over two dozen books which were translated  

various languages:

Maroof wa Munkar
Islam ki Dawat
Musalman Aurat ke Huquuq aur Un par aeterazaat ka Jaiza (Rights of 
Muslim Women – A Critique of the Objections)
SeHat-o-marz aur Islam ki Taleemat
Islam meN khidmat-e-khalq ka Tasawwur (Social Service in Islam)
Inabat Ilallah
Sabeele Rab
Islam Aur Manav Adhikkar
State of Our Community and Nation and Our Responsibilities.
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The IRS could be on the cusp of revo-
lutionizing the way that Americans file 
their taxes.

The Inflation Reduction Act signed 
into law by President Biden on Tuesday 
provided $80 billion in funding for the 
agency, including $15 million to deliver 
a report on a free, government-run tax 
e-filing system that tax simplification 
advocates have long argued for.

But the agency is on a tight deadline to 
deliver.

While most of the $80 billion for the 
IRS in the new legislative package goes 
out over the next decade, the agency 
has only about a year to turn in its 
e-filing report. Specifically, the agency 
has to figure out how much an online 
filing system would cost, the design of 
the system and how taxpayers would 
feel about using one.

Tax experts say the system could take 
two basic forms: one more conservative 
in scope and one more far-reaching.

The more conservative option would 
be a standardized government version 
of popular commercial software from 
companies like Intuit, H&R Block and 
TaxACT that prompts users to fill out a 
digital tax return.

There has already been an IRS program 
in place that allows low-income Ameri-
cans to use these and other commercial 
products for free, but the program has 
performed poorly.

An April report from the U.S. Gov-
ernment Accountability Office found 
that while 70 percent of taxpayers are 
eligible for the Free File Alliance pro-
gram, only 3 percent use it.

In its agreement with commercial 
providers, the IRS signed a noncom-
pete clause promising not to make its 
own free software tool. The clause was 
removed in subsequent versions of the 
agreement.

Former Treasury Inspector General for 
Tax Administration (TIGTA) J. Russell 
George testified to the Ways and Means 
Committee back in 2006 that, “Ac-
cording to representatives of Alliance 
member companies that TIGTA inter-
viewed, their primary goal is to keep 
the Federal Government from entering 
the tax preparation business.”

It’s not clear how a new free e-filing 
system would line up with the IRS’s 
agreement with private tax preparers, 
but it may simply be allowed to expire 
if the agency decides to move ahead 
with its own large-scale public filing 
system.

The Free File Alliance came to be 
because Congress originally mandated 
the IRS to do away with tax returns 
altogether in a law called the Internal 
Revenue Service Restructuring and 
Reform Act of 1998.

After a major lobbying push by the 
tax preparation industry, the Free File 
Alliance was introduced as a way to 
let low-income Americans file their 
taxes for free without getting rid of tax 
returns.

The Alliance drew institutional mo-
mentum away from the change to 
return-free filing, which likely would 
have rendered large segments of the tax 
prep industry totally useless.

In 1998, Congress told the Treasury to 
“develop procedures for the implemen-
tation of a return-free tax system under 
which appropriate individuals would be 
permitted to comply with the Internal 
Revenue Code of 1986 without making 
the return required.”

Return-free filing is the second, more 
dramatic option for a free, IRS-run 
e-filing system that experts say could 
once again be under consideration as 
part of the Inflation Reduction Act.

Return-free filing is used by many 
countries with advanced economies in 
the Organization for Economic Coop-
eration and Development. It essentially 
means that the government would do 
your taxes for you, withholding what’s 
owed and then doing its own account-
ing without requiring forms to be sent 
in by taxpayers.

The main type of return-free filing — 
used by the United Kingdom, Japan 
and Germany, among dozens other 
countries — is referred to as an exact 
withholding system. With this system, 
the IRS would try to withhold fewer 
taxes from people’s paychecks and skip 
the refunding process made necessary 
by a self-reported tax return.

“In most of these countries, taxpay-
ers meet their tax obligations entirely 
through tax withholding payments 
made throughout the year,” the Trea-
sury Department found in a 2003 
report on return-free tax systems.

But experts say that all the tax credits 
in the U.S. tax code make self-reporting 
helpful — if not necessary — from an 
administrative point of view.

“With withholding, the IRS already 
has that information. So it’s kind of 
annoying that you have to go through 
and enter it in yourself. But in the 
U.S. we have, for instance, joint filing. 

So if your employer knows what your 
income is, they don’t necessarily know 
what your spouse’s is. Employer with-
holding isn’t reflective of various credits 
and tax programs,” Alex Muresianu, tax 
analyst at the Tax Foundation, a Wash-
ington think tank, said in an interview.

The other kind of return-free filing 
is called agency reconciliation. This 
is where “tax authorities prepare tax 
returns for individuals based on infor-
mation returns from employers and 
others, and send taxpayers a completed 
tax form for their review,” according to 
the Treasury report.

Some studies have shown that the gov-
ernment would lose revenue with this 
kind of system since the IRS is doing 
all the clerical work without relying on 
reporting from taxpayers.

“If you as a taxpayer know things the 
IRS doesn’t know that are to your 
advantage, then you might not want to 
share that with them,” Robert Wein-
berger, a nonresident fellow at the 
Urban-Brookings Tax Policy Center, 
said in an interview. “But there are 
arguments that that would be worth it, 
since the whole system would be sim-
plified and people will be happier. So 
maybe that’s a trade-off we’d be willing 
to make.”

The government found in 2003 that a 
simplification of U.S. tax law, which is 
full of credits and exceptions to credits, 
should be a prerequisite for implement-
ing any return-free filing system.

“Moving to a return-free tax system 
without first simplifying the income 
tax would require substantive changes 
in tax administration,” the Treasury 
report found. “These changes could 
shift burdens from taxpayers to other 
parties, including employers, financial 
institutions, state governments, and the 
IRS.”

But that prerequisite may no longer 
make sense in an age when everything 
from doctor visits to school records can 
be accessed instantaneously online.

Tax simplification advocates say a 
slimmed down tax code, which now 
stands at nearly 10 million words be-
tween statutes and regulations, would 
be well worth the effort.

“It’s critical to make filing taxes as easy 
as possible,” Frank Clemente, director 
of the left-leaning advocacy organiza-
tion Americans for Tax Fairness, said in 
an interview. “We’ve got to move away 
from this adversarial feeling. A simpler 
tax system will reduce cost, increase 
compliance and make people just feel 
better about the IRS.”

Clemente added that the $15 million in 
the Inflation Reduction Act for the re-
port on e-filing “indicates a seriousness 
to move beyond where we currently are 
on this problem.”

“Whatever the proposals look like, it 
means there’s got to be a plan behind 
that,” he added.

Advocates are keeping an eye on a pro-
vision in the act’s requirement for the 
e-filing task force that says it needs to 
look at “options for differential cover-
age based on taxpayer adjusted gross 
income and return complexity.”

They say this focus on “differential 
coverage” could suggest that Americans 
with more complicated tax returns, 
who are typically wealthier, could 
interact differently with a new e-filing 
system than the average wage earner. 
These differences could raise questions 
about the fairness of such a system.
In a Wednesday memo to IRS Com-
missioner Charles Rettig, Treasury 
Secretary Janet Yellen expressed con-
cern about unfairness built into the tax 
system, which she described as “two-
tiered.”
“Most Americans pay what they owe, 
but those at the top of the distribution 
often do not,” Yellen wrote.
Yahoo news
Tobias Burns

The IRS could be on the verge of changing the way      
Americans file their taxes
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Kashmir Hindus on edge after resurgence of 
targeted killings

On the way to the government high school 
in Gopalpura village, in the southern 
part of Indian-administered Kashmir, is a 
rushed tribute to a much-loved teacher.

Six stones encircle the spot where 41-year-
old Rajni Bala was killed on the morning 
of 31 May.

Students and staff were just gathering for 
prayers outside the school building when 
they heard a sound like a firecracker. 
But in a region where violence is a part 
of everyday life, they immediately knew 
something was wrong.

Rajni Bala was shot in the head by anti-
India militants, police said.

It’s widely believed that she was targeted 
because she was a Hindu, a minority in the 
country’s only Muslim majority region. 
There has been a wave of Hindu killings 
in the past year - the latest just last week. 
Sunil Kumar Bhat was shot dead in an 
apple orchard in the Shopian area of south 
Kashmir.
Yogita Limaye - BBC News, Srinagar
Sun, August 21, 2022 at 11:14 PM·7 min 
read
Rajni Bala
Rajni Bala, a school teacher, was shot dead 
by militants in May
On the way to the government high school 
in Gopalpura village, in the southern 
part of Indian-administered Kashmir, is a 
rushed tribute to a much-loved teacher.

Six stones encircle the spot where 41-year-
old Rajni Bala was killed on the morning 
of 31 May.

Students and staff were just gathering for 
prayers outside the school building when 
they heard a sound like a firecracker. 
But in a region where violence is a part 
of everyday life, they immediately knew 
something was wrong.

Rajni Bala was shot in the head by anti-
India militants, police said.

It’s widely believed that she was targeted 
because she was a Hindu, a minority in the 
country’s only Muslim majority region. 
There has been a wave of Hindu killings 
in the past year - the latest just last week. 
Sunil Kumar Bhat was shot dead in an 
apple orchard in the Shopian area of south 
Kashmir.

Since Rajni Bala’s killing, only half the 
students at the school have been attending 
classes
“A month-and-a-half ago, a Hindu driver 
was killed a couple of kilometres from the 
school, and there had been other attacks 
on Hindus in different parts of Kashmir. 
Since then we were scared and we’d ap-
plied twice for a transfer for Rajni,” her 
husband Rajkumar Attri said.

Rajni Bala taught history and loved the 
school she’d worked at for five years. She’d 
told her colleagues she would have never 
wanted to move if not for the threat.

“She was such a decent person, so full of 
knowledge and friendly. She was adored 
not just in our school, but in our entire vil-
lage,” said Saima Akhtar, a science teacher. 
“We are devastated.”

Since the killing, only half the students 
were attending classes and trauma was 
visible on the faces of those who had made 
it to school.

Mr Attri has now moved out of the region 
with their teenage daughter. The killings 
have brought back memories from 30 
years ago, when hundreds of Hindus were 
killed by militant groups, triggering an 
exodus of the community from the region.

It was at the start of Indian-administered 
Kashmir’s complex conflict, which has 
raged on for decades.

Since the late 1980s, Kashmir Valley has 
been gripped by an armed insurgency, 
which India accuses Pakistan of fuelling in 
order to disrupt peace in the region that 
is disputed between the two countries. 
Islamabad denies the accusations.

Over the decades, thousands of Indian 
security forces, militants and civilians have 
been killed in the conflict.

But since 2003, the Hindu community has 
rarely been specifically targeted. In fact, 
since 2010, there have been efforts to bring 
back those who had left, with government 
jobs and flats given as incentives.

Lt-Governor Manoj Sinha, the region’s 
top administrator appointed by the Indian 
government, told BBC Hindi that the 
number of targeted attacks on civilians 
needed to be measured over a longer 
period of time.

“These are very sad incidents. But if you 
look at targeted killings, not just of Hindus 
but of all civilians in the past 10 to 15 
years, then it’s a number that’s reducing 
now. The atmosphere of fear is not as grave 
as it was earlier,” he said.

But Kashmiri Hindus, who returned to the 
region in the past decade, say they fear for 
their lives and want to leave again.

What happened in Kashmir and why it 
matters

‘Even I will pick up a gun’: Inside Kash-
mir’s lockdown

In a resettlement colony in south Kashmir, 
scores of Kashmiri Hindus who came back 
to the region through the government 
incentive programme have been sitting in 
protest, demanding to be relocated.

“Since we returned, we’ve had many 
problems, such as the condition of the 
homes we’ve been given. But we didn’t feel 
targeted. Now, we have begun to fear for 
our lives,” said Sandeep Raina, an engineer 
who works in public services.

“I was 10 when my family fled in the 

1990s. My son is now at a similar age and 
we want to leave again,” he added.

“If someone next to me takes their hands 
out of their pocket, I feel they’re going to 
pull out a gun to shoot me. We’ve stopped 
sending our children to school and we 
hardly go out of our compound,” said San-
jay Koul, a public school teacher.

Resettling Kashmiri Hindus back in the 
region has been one of the campaign 
promises of India’s governing Bharatiya 
Janata Party (BJP). Many of the Hindus at 
the camp said there was pressure on them 
from the government to not leave, as it 
would dent that promise.

The government did not respond to these 
allegations.
Militant groups say they are attacking mi-
norities and outsiders because they believe 
India’s Hindu nationalist government is 
trying to change the religious demograph-
ic of the Muslim-majority Kashmir.

It’s an allegation the Indian administration 
rejects. Its actions, though, have fuelled 
distrust.

In 2019, the federal government revoked 
Kashmir’s autonomy, imposing federal 
rule in the region, and allowed outsid-
ers to purchase land. There is no elected 
regional government, while large sections 
of the police and bureaucracy are now 
dominated by officers from other parts of 
the country.

Anger against the Indian state, which has 
long been felt in some parts of Kashmir, 
has grown since 2019.

In the village of Turkwangam, 20-year-old 
Shoaib Mohammad Ganaie, a Muslim 
civilian, was shot dead on 15 May.

His family said he was outside a car spare 
parts shop they had set up a few months 
earlier, when a paramilitary soldier 
pointed a gun at him and asked him to 
raise his hands. Shoaib followed the order, 
his relatives said, but the soldier still shot 
him in the chest.
Shoaib’s father, Ghulam Mohammad Ga-
naie, 50, spends the whole day tending to 
his son’s grave.

“Shoaib was a civilian, a student and a 
shopkeeper. What was his crime?” he said 
as he broke down. “We want justice for 

this cruelty inflicted on us. A piece of our 
hearts has been taken from us.”

He shows a photo of his son, who loved 
playing cricket, wearing sporting gear and 
holding up a big trophy.

The police and paramilitary told the BBC 
that Shoaib was killed in a crossfire. But 
multiple eyewitnesses insisted there was 
no gunbattle for him to get caught in.

An inquiry has been ordered into the 
incident. His father says he is grateful to 
local officers for helping the family to get 
Shoaib’s body released to them quickly, but 
he has no hope that the truth of what hap-
pened to his son will come out.

“If we had our own government, we could 
at least hold someone to account. Here, 
there is no-one to listen to us, no-one to 
ask any questions of. They don’t need votes 
from us, so why would they care?” Mr 
Ganaie said.
There have been many such allegations of 
killings of civilians by security forces in 
recent months.
The Indian government did not respond to 
the BBC’s questions about such cases.
Lt-Gov Manoj Sinha said an elected 
government would be put in place at an 
“appropriate time” as decided by India’s 
home ministry, without elaborating on 
what that means.
As Mr Ganaie left his home to walk to his 
son’s grave again, he said, “No one is safe 
in Kashmir. When you leave your home, 
you don’t know if you’ll return in the 
evening.”
Yahoo news
Yogita Limaye
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Important Recall Info That MAY Affect 
Your Vehicle

 NHTSA Recall ID Number : 
22V538

Manufacturer : E-One Incorporated
Subject : Electrical Load Center 

May Overheat
Make Model Model Years
E-ONE COMMERCIAL 2020
E-ONE CYCLONE II 2019-2021
E-ONE CYCLONE N 2021
E-ONE QUEST II 2020
E-ONE TYPHOON 2020-2021
E-ONE TYPHOON N 2020-2022
NHTSA Recall ID Number : 

22V574
Manufacturer : Terex Advance Mixer, 

Inc.
Subject : Electrical Short Cir-

cuit May Cause Engine Stall
Make Model Model Years
TEREX ADVANCE FRONT DIS-
CHARGE MIXER 2022
NHTSA Recall ID Number : 

22V582
Manufacturer : PACCAR Incorpo-

rated
Subject : Fuel Tank Leak
Make Model Model Years
KENWORTH T680 2022-2023
NHTSA Recall ID Number : 

22V583
Manufacturer : Newmar Corporation
Subject : Fuel Line in Heater 

May Leak
Make Model Model Years
NEWMAR DUTCH STAR 2022-

2023
NEWMAR ESSEX 2022-2023
NEWMAR MOUNTAIN AIRE 

2022-2023
NEWMAR NEW AIRE 2022-

2023
NEWMAR SUPER STAR 2022
NEWMAR VENTANA 2022
NHTSA Recall ID Number : 

22V584
Manufacturer : Newmar Corporation
Subject : Propane Leak Can 

Cause a Fire
Make Model Model Years
NEWMAR BAY STAR 2021-

2023
NEWMAR BAY STAR SPORT 

2022-2023
NEWMAR CANYON STAR 

2021-2023
NEWMAR DUTCH STAR 2022
NEWMAR KOUNTRY STAR 

2022-2023
NEWMAR MOUNTAIN AIRE 

2022
NEWMAR VENTANA 2022
NHTSA Recall ID Number : 

22V597
Manufacturer : Genuine Scooters, 

LLC
Subject : Loss of Drive Power
Make Model Model Years
GENUINE SCOOTER NIU MQIGT 
EVO 2022
NHTSA Recall ID Number : 

22V598
Manufacturer : Global Environmental 

Products
Subject : Steering Gear As-

sembled Incorrectly
Make Model Model Years
GLOBAL ENVIRONMENTAL PROD 
M4 2021-2022
GLOBAL ENVIRONMENTAL PROD 
M4 CNG 2021-2022
GLOBAL ENVIRONMENTAL PROD 
M4 HSD 2021-2022
GLOBAL ENVIRONMENTAL PROD 
R4 2021-2022
NHTSA Recall ID Number : 

22V603
Manufacturer : Grand Design RV, 

LLC
Subject : Awning Fabric May 

Detach Causing Awning to Drop
Make Model Model Years
GRAND DESIGN IMAGINE 

2022-2023
GRAND DESIGN MOMEN-
TUM 2022-2023
GRAND DESIGN REFLEC-
TION 2022-2023
GRAND DESIGN SOLITUDE 

2022-2023
GRAND DESIGN TRAN-
SCEND 2022-2023
NHTSA Recall ID Number : 

22V604
Manufacturer : Keystone RV Com-

pany
Subject : Awning Fabric May 

Detach Causing Awning to Drop
Make Model Model Years
DUTCHMEN ASPEN TRAIL 2022
DUTCHMEN COLEMAN 2022
DUTCHMEN COLORADO 2022
DUTCHMEN VOLTAGE 2022
DUTCHMEN YUKON 2022
KEYSTONE BULLET 2022-

2023
KEYSTONE CARBON 2022
KEYSTONE COUGAR 2022
KEYSTONE HIDEOUT 2022
KEYSTONE MONTANA 2022
KEYSTONE OUTBACK 2022
KEYSTONE PASSPORT 2022
KEYSTONE RAPTOR 2022
KEYSTONE RETREAT 2022
KEYSTONE SPRINGDALE 2022
KEYSTONE SPRINTER 2022
NHTSA Recall ID Number : 

22V606
Manufacturer : Mack Trucks, Inc.
Subject : Electrical Short Cir-

cuit May Cause Engine Stall
Make Model Model Years
MACK MD 2023
NHTSA Recall ID Number : 

22V607
Manufacturer : Kovatch Mobile 

Equipment Corp.
Subject : Steering Gear As-

sembled Incorrectly
Make Model Model Years
KME PREDATOR 2021-2022

KME PREDATOR PANTHER 2021-
2022

KME PREDATOR SS 2021-2022
NHTSA Recall ID Number : 

22V611
Manufacturer : Thor Motor Coach
Subject : Awning Fabric May 

Detach Causing Awning to Drop
Make Model Model Years
THOR MOTOR COACH CHA-
TEAU 2022-2023
THOR MOTOR COACH 
FOUR WINDS 2022-2023
THOR MOTOR COACH GE-
NEVA 2022
THOR MOTOR COACH 
QUANTUM 2022-2023
NHTSA Recall ID Number : 

22V612
Manufacturer : Kia America, Inc.
Subject : Vehicle Rollaway from 

Faulty Shift Lever Assembly
Make Model Model Years
KIA SEDONA 2016
KIA SORENTO 2016
NHTSA Recall ID Number : 

22V614
Manufacturer : BMW of North 

America, LLC
Subject : Coolant Leak Inside 

EGR Module May Cause Fire
Make Model Model Years
BMW 540D 2018
NHTSA Recall ID Number : 

22V615
Manufacturer : Toyota Motor Engi-

neering & Manufacturing
Subject : Missing Weight Ca-

pacity On Tire Label/FMVSS 110
Make Model Model Years
LEXUS RC F 2020-2022
NHTSA Recall ID Number : 

22V616
Manufacturer : Pleasure Way Indus-

tries, Ltd.
Subject : Circuit Board May 

Overheat and Cause Fire
Make Model Model Years
PLEASURE WAY ASCENT 

2021-2022
PLEASURE WAY ONTOUR 

2021-2022
PLEASURE WAY PLATEAU 

2021-2022
PLEASURE WAY REKON 

2021-2022
PLEASURE WAY TOFINO 

2021-2022
NHTSA Recall ID Number : 

22V617
Manufacturer : General Motors, LLC
Subject : Improper Rivets on 

Seat Belt Buckle Assembly
Make Model Model Years
CADILLAC ESCALADE 2021-

2022
CADILLAC ESCALADE ESV 

2021-2022
CHEVROLET SUBURBAN 2021-

2022

CHEVROLET TAHOE 2021-
2022

GMC YUKON 2021-2022
GMC YUKON XL 2021-2022
NHTSA Recall ID Number : 

22V618
Manufacturer : Grand Design RV, 

LLC
Subject : Electric Ramp Door 

May Fail Causing Door to Fall
Make Model Model Years
GRAND DESIGN MOMEN-
TUM 2022-2023
NHTSA Recall ID Number : 

22V619
Manufacturer : Chrysler (FCA US, 

LLC)
Subject : Improperly Tightened 

Windshield Wiper Arms
Make Model Model Years
CHRYSLER PACIFICA 2022
CHRYSLER VOYAGER 2022
NHTSA Recall ID Number : 

22V621
Manufacturer : Ford Motor Company
Subject : Rearview Camera 

Display May Not Operate
Make Model Model Years
FORD TRANSIT 2022
NHTSA Recall ID Number : 

22V623
Manufacturer : Ford Motor Company
Subject : Damaged Driveshaft 

May Fracture
Make Model Model Years
FORD F-150 2021-2022
NHTSA Recall ID Number : 

22V624
Manufacturer : Subaru of America, 

Inc.
Subject : Damaged Lamp Re-

flectors/FMVSS 108
Make Model Model Years
SUBARU IMPREZA 2017-

2019
NHTSA Recall ID Number : 

22V627
Manufacturer : Hyundai Motor 

America
Subject : Windshield Wipers 

May Fail
Make Model Model Years
HYUNDAI PALISADE 2020-

2021
NHTSA Recall ID Number : 

22V628
Manufacturer : Dynamite Manufac-

turing DBA Man Cave RV
Subject : Stove Saddle Valves 

May Leak Gas
Make Model Model Years
MAN CAVE TOY HAULER 2018-

2020
NHTSA Recall ID Number : 

22V629
Manufacturer : Genuine Scooters, 

LLC
Subject : Excessive Handlebar 

Vibration
Make Model Model Years
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Saudi Arabia’s Booming and This Time It Isn’t
 Only About Oil

The more than 300 apartments in Alma-
jdiah Residence’s new Riyadh complex 
sold in just a month for cash, without the 
company even having to advertise.

This is Saudi Arabia, the world’s biggest 
exporter of oil, so it’s no surprise the 
property market is red-hot as income from 
a spike in energy prices flows through the 
economy.

But Almajdiah’s chief executive officer, 
Abdulsalam Almajed says the scramble 
for the 1-million-riyal ($266,400) homes 
reflects something else, too: the social and 
economic shift that’s reshaping the king-
dom, accelerated by the crown prince’s 
overhaul program.

“There’s a change in mindset,” said Alma-
jed, who heads family-owned developer, as 
some Saudis embrace the more open style 
of living his firm caters to. “Today there’s 
beautiful creativity in Saudi designs.”
While de facto ruler Mohammed bin 
Salman has centralized power and in-
creased political repression since being 
elevated by his father, King Salman, in 
2015, he’s also ended or relaxed restric-
tions on entertainment and how men and 
women can mix, and is trying to curb a 
reliance on oil.

Ten years ago, many property owners 
wouldn’t even rent to women, who needed 
approval of a male guardian for many life 
decisions. Today, women are entering the 
labor market in greater numbers, and 30% 
of Almajdiah’s buyers are female, acquiring 

investment properties or a home of their 
own.

They’re helping lift an economy trans-
formed by energy markets. As much of the 
world is fretting about spiraling inflation 
fueled by Russia’s war in Ukraine and 
potential recessions, oil averaging more 
than $100 a barrel this year means Saudi 
Arabia’s economy is the fastest growing in 
the Group of 20.
Gross domestic product expanded 11.8% 
in the second quarter, when the non-oil 
economy grew 5.4% and is now larger than 
at the end of 2019, before the pandemic 
struck.

State energy company Saudi Aramco has 
reported the biggest quarterly adjusted 
profit of any listed company globally. Bil-
lions of dollars are flowing into Saudi cof-
fers and raising state investments, boosting 
sentiment in a private sector reliant on 
government contracts.

Capital spending jumped an annual 64% 
in April to June, as the kingdom embarks 
on a building spree including malls and 
parks as well as grandiose plans for a new 
city built from scratch and a luxury tour-
ism development on the Red Sea. Overall 
spending was 16% higher, even though 
this year’s initial budget forecast it would 
fall.

Summers typically send Saudi elites off 
to cooler climes in Europe, but Riyadh’s 
newest high-end restaurants are packed. 
At Coya, a Latin American chain, the most 

popular dinner seatings -- 
8:30 to 9 p.m. --- are fully 
booked a month ahead.

Combined cash withdraw-
als and points of sales 
transactions, an indicator 
of consumer activity, have 
bounced back, increasing 
an annual 9% in June after 
a record high in March. 
Inflation last month was 
2.7%, about a third of the 
rate in the US or eurozone.

The Finance Ministry’s trying to break the 
habit of oil-tracking splurges and cutbacks, 
flowing stimulus through sovereign funds 
and into longterm projects like electric-
vehicle manufacturing and tourism.

The economy is expected to expand 7.6% 
this year but growth could fall back to 
2.5% by 2024, according to a Bloomberg 
survey of economists. Crude is now 
around $90 a barrel as global fears over 
economic downturns and the potential for 
more supply from Iran if its nuclear deal 
is resurrected continue to hang over the 
market.

“If there was another collapse in oil prices, 
there will again be slowing down in activ-
ity,” said Monica Malik, chief economist 
at Abu Dhabi Commercial Bank. “But a 
number of positive factors are coming 
together at this point.”

Almajdiah caters to affluent professionals 

who want open-plan homes with abun-
dant natural light. Many Saudis previously 
preferred houses with high walls and tiny 
windows to preserve privacy. But the 
social opening, along with smaller families 
and tighter budgets, is changing that.

The developer’s newest complex is built 
around shared courtyards and features 
cafes, gyms and a nursery.

The style echoes high-end housing in 
Dubai, the regional hub Prince Moham-
med wants to compete with, announcing 
plans to double Riyadh’s population and 
attract millions of expatriates.

That’s key to Almajed’s optimism, which 
has helped propel the real estate developer 
he heads to start planning for an initial 
public offering. The more people, the more 
apartments they’ll need, he said.
Yahoo finance
Vivian Nereim

America has entered a housing recession, build-
ers and brokers say. But what does that mean if 

you’re buying or selling a house?
Recession fears are affecting buyers, who 
consume more media and information 
about the future of the economy
Recession talk is everywhere, especially 
in the housing sector, as recent data on 
weaker housing starts and sales com-
pounded by higher mortgage rates signal a 
slowdown.

But that doesn’t necessarily mean that the 
sector is in a recession like what we saw 
during the Great Financial Crisis. It’s more 
nuanced than that. 

For instance, earlier this week, home 
builders cited rising interest rates and 
construction costs — some of it supply-
chain-related — as the culprits that “have 
brought on a housing recession,” Robert 
Dietz, chief economist at the National As-
sociation of Home Builders, said.

Don’t miss: A quarter of the U.S. will fall 
inside an extreme heat belt. Here are the 
states in the red zone. The National As-
sociation of Realtors also used the same 
term. “In terms of economic impact, we 
are surely in a housing recession because 
builders are not building” and sales activi-
ty has declined for six consecutive months, 
meaning economic activity has slowed, the 
NAR’s Lawrence Yun said.

“So we are in a housing recession,” he 
stated.
Homes are still selling
To be clear, though, that doesn’t mean the 
broader housing market is in the midst of 
a meltdown. 

Homes are still selling, Christine Cooper, 
chief U.S. economist and managing direc-
tor at CoStar Group, said.

The indicators may be “grim,” Cooper told 
MarketWatch, but “to a large extent, the 
slowdown in the market is a reversion to a 
more balanced market.”

It was about time that sales would slow, 
particularly as wages have not kept up, 
she added. For ordinary consumers, the 
word recession conjures up dismal times. 
It is a difficult market for those selling 
homes and for homebuilders,” Yun said 
in a follow-up email with MarketWatch. 
“But homeowners continue to accumulate 
housing wealth from rising home prices.”

Buyers may be retreating, but that’s not 
triggering a flood of homes hitting the 
market, or a scarcity of good quality buy-
ers. 

Buyers are simply feeling more uncertainty 
with the possibility of a broader economic 
recession looming. 

“And the first reaction people have is to 
just not do anything,” Jen Holland, a real-
tor with ERA Key Realty in Massachusetts, 
told MarketWatch.

Part of it is also herd mentality: “When ev-
erybody went out to look at homes, there 
were lines out the door at open houses,” 
she said. “Everybody was like, ‘’I’d better 
go buy a house.’ ”
Now that the market has slowed, rates 
have risen, and recession talk is pervasive, 
open houses have slowed down, she said. 
People have become more apprehensive.

“There’s definitely been a shift with buyer 
confidence,” Hall said. 

Some of her buyers have exited sales 
because they felt uncertain, or that they 
wanted to wait for prices to drop, or rates 
to drop. People almost seem “frozen,” she 
said, “or they feel like the most stable thing 
for me to do is nothing.” 

Hall said that two big sales fell through 
this week, and she’s also struggling to 
get to the finish line with many buyers. 

“There’s just so much work behind the 
scenes right now to keep people from 
jumping ship,” she said. 
But given the macroeconomic backdrop, 
“there could still be a few more months 
of overshooting to the downside before 
inventories expand,” Cooper said, and 
“house price gains cool sufficiently and 
sales resume.”
NAR’s Yun said that he expected home 
sales to stabilize soon as rates are becom-
ing more steady, so “we could soon be 
coming out of a housing recession.”

But all this talk of a recession and cooling 
demand has helped some buyers. 

Prospective buyers are taking the opportu-
nity to take their time and asking for more 
of sellers.

“I got one house that they gave me 37 
post-home inspections requests,” she said. 
“I almost fell off my chair. And this is a 
house that’s 40 years old.”
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WORD SEARCH

VANILLA

CHOCOLATE

STRAWBERRY

MOOSE TRACKS

REESES

TRIPLE TORNAD

PECAN

FUDGE

MAPLE WALNUT

COCONUT

HOKEY POKEY

BANANA
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5 tips for coping with 
Sciatica is one of the most common, yet 
misunderstood, types of pain. As many 
as 40% of people will get it during their 
life, and it becomes more frequent as you 
age. Sciatica tends to get lumped in with 
regular back pain, but it is different. The 
pain originates with the sciatic nerves 
and often goes away by itself within a few 
hours or days. However, some attacks can 
come and go for several weeks or even 
months. Fortunately, there’s a lot you can 
do to prevent sciatica, as well as relieve the 
pain.
Increase exercise
Exercise is a key way to prevent or help 
relieve sciatica. Consider these types:

Aerobic exercise: walking, jogging, swim-
ming, cycling, dancing, and other activi-
ties that increase your heart rate without 
causing more pain if you already have 
sciatica.
Strength training: exercises using free 
weights or weight machines, or isomet-
ric exercises, which involve contracting 
muscles without obvious movement.
Flexibility training: yoga, tai chi, Pilates, 
and similar activities that increase both 
flexibility and strength.
Really, any exercise that you can enjoy 
and do regularly is going to help. So try 
something new, go back to an old favorite, 
or both.

Strengthen your core
It might not seem obvious that a stronger 
core could improve your spinal health. But 

your core is not just your abdominal mus-
cles, even though they are key contribu-
tors to the stability of your spine. Muscles 
in the back, sides, pelvis, and buttocks also 
are part of your core. Strengthening all of 
these muscles helps to support your spine.

Many types of exercise, including yoga 
and Pilates, can strengthen the core 
muscles. For example, planks and bridges 
are movements that target the core. 

Avoid sitting for long periods
Prolonged periods of sitting put pressure 
on the discs and ligaments in the low 
back. If you have a job that requires a lot 
of sitting, take frequent breaks, or try a 
standing desk. Less sitting is better.

Manage your weight
Being overweight or obese can increase 
your risk for sciatica. And people who 
have sciatica and are overweight tend to 
heal more slowly. Why? The increased 
weight puts pressure on your spine and 
can lead to herniated discs. Even minor 
weight loss will reduce inflammation and 
pressure on the spine.

Practice good posture
Mom was right—slouching isn’t good for 
you. But you don’t have to walk around 
the room with a book on your head to 
practice good posture. Follow these tips:

Pay attention to your body’s position 
when you’re standing or sitting.

To prevent slouching, pull your 
shoulders down and back. 
Imagine your shoulder blades 
touching.
If you work at a computer, 
take frequent breaks. Posi-
tion your monitor so you can 
see it without bending your 
head down or tilting it back. 
When the shooting, burning, 
tingling pain of sciatica strikes, 
you need help fast. And once 
you’ve had an attack, you sure 
don’t want it to return.

That’s why Finding Relief for 
Sciatica is so important to you 
and your loved ones. 

This convenient one-stop on-
line source brings you fast, easy-to-apply 
answers you need as close as your tablet, 
phone or desktop computer. For example:

Know your enemy: Detailed illustrations 
and clear explanations help you visual-
ize the causes of sciatica so you can more 
confidently apply proven home remedies.  
Are you at risk? Anyone can experience 
sciatica, but research shows that there are 
five factors that increase your risk. Find 
out if you have one of them. 
Easy-does-it stretches help lessen the pain 
and allow the nerve to heal. Discover the 
simple stretches that are particularly help-
ful for sciatica. 
Cold or heat? Ice packs and heat can both 

be used to treat sciatic pain and help you 
function better. Find out when to apply 
each and for how long for best results.
Top treatments doctors may prescribe: 
While most sciatica gets better on its 
own, a doctor may prescribe medications, 
physical therapy, injections or chiropractic 
adjustments. (Most people don’t need sur-
gery). Complete details in Finding Relief 
for Sciatica help you to make the most 
informed decisions. 
How to help prevent sciatica: Discover 
the best core exercises to help strengthen 
your spine…simple exercises to increase 
strength and flexibility…and stress-reduc-
tion techniques to help reduce pain.

How to prevent, treat, and spot the difference
 betweenCOVID-19, flu, and colds

Sometimes mild and short-lived, other 
times dangerous and long-lasting, get the 
facts about today’s viruses!

No one tries to “catch” a cold. Colds, flu, 
and coronaviruses catch us You’ll learn 
how to bolster your defenses… keep 
trouble-causing viruses at bay…boost your 
immune system… and relieve symptoms.
Colds, flu, and COVID-19 are not inevi-
table. They are avoidable!

Cold and flu germs ambush us. They are 
unseen on surfaces or in the air.  It’s not 
until you get the sniffles, fever or body 
ache that you know they’ve found you. 

This timely guide will help you keep your 
distance and build your resistance. You’ll 
find practical tips to reduce your exposure 
to germs and you’ll discover proactive 
measures that will help you and your fam-
ily stay cold-and-flu-free. As well as the 
latest news and strategies for dealing with 
COVID-19. 

You’ll be reading recommendations pre-
pared by the doctors at Harvard Medical 
School for this cold-and-flu season. CO-
VID-19, Flu, and Colds is filled with clear, 
instructive guidance that will give you the 
upper hand. You’ll learn…

… the most effective strategies to win the 
“cold” wars. The guide will brief you on 
steps to shield yourself from cold viruses 
and optimal ways to strengthen your 
body’s cold-defense mechanisms. You’ll 
find tips for reducing your child’s risk of 
catching a cold and special considerations 
for older adults.

…six ways to stop flu from getting to you. 
You don’t want to fool with the flu. Each 
year more than 200,000 Americans are 
hospitalized because of it.  But which flu 
vaccine is right for you? Should you take 
an antiviral medication?  What else can 
you do to prevent the flu?  The guide will 
tell you.

…staying healthy in the time of CO-
VID-19. What factors can increase your 
chances of having a more severe case 
of COVID-19? Tips for purchasing 
and wearing masks. The myths of some 
immunity-boosting product claims and 
what you can do to protect yourself. 

…plus eight smart steps to get you back 
on your feet! You can’t cure a cold, but you 
can curtail the misery. You’ll find the one 
thing to look for when selecting a cold 
or flu medication…simple ways to ease 
congestion… the surprising supplement 
shown to end cold symptoms sooner…and 
more!
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Succession, Spinoffs in Focus in Billionaire 
Ambani’s Big Speech

Mukesh Ambani’s once-a-year speech to inves-
tors has over time evolved into an eagerly-await-
ed pronouncement on his $222 billion empire 
akin to Warren Buffett’s annual letters to Berk-
shire Hathaway shareholders.

This year, investors in the Indian billionaire’s 
Reliance Industries Ltd. will be looking for in-
sight around the conglomerate’s 5G rollout, how 
Ambani plans to unlock the value of his telecom-
munications and retail units through separate 
listings, and when and how his children will take 
over the reins.

Anticipation is high as the 65-year-old tycoon, 
who built Reliance into India’s largest company 
by market value and a powerhouse conglomerate, 
has used the speech in the past for a series of big 
announcements. These include the launch of his 
disruptive telecom service in 2016, Saudi Ara-
bian Oil Co.’s proposed investment in Reliance’s 
energy business in 2019 and a strategic shift to 
green energy last year.

This year’s shareholder meeting, set for Monday, 
comes as the refining-to-retail group faces the 
twin challenges of a global recession and the 
blistering rise of Gautam Adani, who eclipsed 
Ambani as India -- and Asia’s -- richest man 
earlier this year and is emerging as an alternative 
power center on the corporate landscape.

Reliance investors will have in mind how Adani’s 
conglomerate split its business into different list-
ings years ago, unlocking value, and will expect 
“clarity and specific time lines for the next big 
things” from Ambani’s more-centralized hold-
ings, Kranthi Bathini, equity strategist at Wealth-
Mills Securities Pvt in Mumbai. Adani’s wealth 
has surged $59.8 billion this year, riding a stocks 
rally and overshadowing the $2.8 billion increase 
in Ambani’s.

Here’s where investors are expecting news:

Succession

The patriarch signaled that succession plan-
ning atop Reliance will be expedited at last year’s 
shareholder meeting and reiterated it explicitly 
in December. His three children -- daughter Isha 
and sons Akash and Anant -- already hold vari-
ous directorships in the group’s unlisted firms 
and are becoming more visible in their leader-
ship.

Ambani Looks to Walton Family Playbook on 
Succession

Ambani stepped down as the chairman of Reli-
ance Jio Infocomm Ltd. in June, making way for 
his elder son, Akash, who took over the helm 
at what is India’s largest wireless operator. With 
rumors swirling around Ambani’s health, inves-
tors will look for more concrete steps to be taken 
on the leadership transition, with Isha, Anant 

and possibly Ambani’s wife, Nita, taking on more 
responsibility.

5G Rollout

Reliance Jio Infocomm bought airwaves worth 
more than $11 billion at India’s spectrum auction 
as it sought to cement its edge over smaller rivals, 
Bharti Airtel Ltd. and Vodafone Idea Ltd., in the 
rollout of speedier 5G networks. That will be key 
to boosting revenue and luring high-value users.

India Sells $19 Billion of Airwaves With Reliance 
as Top Buyer

Investors will be looking for proof of the pudding 
here. The technology is yet to return profits for 
Asian wireless operators despite many investing 
billions of dollars, even those in China which 
have been offering 5G service since 2019. Details 
like a nationwide rollout date, tariff plans for 5G 
services as well as where demand lies for the ser-
vice will be crucial for Reliance Jio to reveal.

The Ambani children may demonstrate some of 
the key features of the 5G services at the meeting, 
just as they’ve showcased new telecommunica-
tions products in the past.

Spinoffs, IPOs

Market watchers have been waiting for greater 
clarity around the initial public offerings of Reli-
ance Jio and Reliance Retail Ltd., especially after 
the two consumer-focused businesses raked in 
$27 billion from marquee global investors in 
2020.

Ambani Sold a Tech Dream for $27 Billion. Now 
He Has to Deliver

Both companies are market leaders in their 
respective sectors with a formidable lead over 
rivals. Their listings -- or even spinoffs -- could 

propel Ambani’s net worth. “The timelines are 
crucial to get the mojo back for Reliance stock,” 
Bathini said. Reliance has gained about 11% this 
year, compared to the more than 40% rise by top 
performers on India’s S&P BSE Sensex.

New Energy, Old Energy

The $76 billion pivot toward green energy is the 
biggest transformation that Ambani is helm-
ing currently. It’s also a difficult transition given 
Reliance’s roots in petrochemicals and crude oil 
refining and the continued out-sized contribution 
of the fossil fuel-led businesses to the conglomer-
ate’s yearly revenue.

Ambani Says Green Push to Outshine Other 
Reliance Businesses

Investors will look for updates around last year’s 
announced plans to build four giga-factories 
to make solar modules, hydrogen electrolyzers, 
fuel cells and storage batteries. Ambani has also 
been on a tear acquiring small green energy firms 
globally for expertise and technology. There are 
also plans to become among the world’s top blue 
hydrogen makers.

Going Global

Ambani emphasized his vision for the “interna-
tionalization of Reliance” in his speech last year.

In the past year, Reliance has made overtures 
toward big overseas deals like a potential acquisi-
tion of the British drugstore chain Boots, which 
was never completed. Investors will want to see 
if the appetite for global acquisitions still exists 
amid a slowing worldwide economy.
Then there’s always the possibility of a curve ball 
at the meeting, said Bathini. “Never underesti-
mate the power of senior Ambani” to surprise the 
market, he said.
Bloomberg
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Helping 2 Hands The AR Foundation celebrated 

#azadikaamritmahotsav2022 at Classic Gardens, Secunderabad 
chief guest Smt.Kavya Reddy garu wife of Shri Kishen Reddy garu 

Union Minister of Tourism of India.

TS Home Minister Mahmood Ali  at-
tended wedding reception of Hussain 
Farooqui and congratulated
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Arts College
Osmania University
Hyderabad India

Nawab Mir Osman Ali Bahadur (7th Nizam), Princess Durre Shehvar, 
Princess Niloufer, Moazam Jah Bahadur, Maharaja Kishen Pershad, 
Nawab Dawood Jung and many other nobles at Hill Fort Palace.
Sir Nizamat Jung, Chief Justice of Hyderabad State built the Hill Fort 
Palace in 1915.
Tucked behind high walls and barely acknowledged by a bustling city 
looms the Hill Fort Palace of Adarsh Nagar, Hyderabad. The palace, 
originally built in 1915 by Sir Nizamat Jung, then chief justice of Hy-
derabad State, had been kept closed for years, ever since it came under 
the Tourism Development Corporation in 1997. It had got mired in 
litigation over funds for renovation.
The prolonged neglect had kept the doors of the palace’s grandeur shut 
to the public—until a small hope glimmered over the prospects of its 
revival, when the Telangana government hosted ‘Telangana ku Haritha 
Haaram’ on its premises last month. Stakes are high that the palace will 
be restored to its lost glory soon, although authorities hesitate to affirm 
when, thanks to arbitration.
The palace, built in the style of an English castle, has attached to it 
fascinating stories from the annals of time.Sir Jung was fascinated by 
English castles so much so that he built his residence based on castles 
described in Sir Walter Scott’s novels. After 15 years, he decided to 
go on a pilgrimage to mecca. Seeking to lead a simple life, he sold the 
palace to Nizam VII, who allotted it to his younger son, Prince Mozzam 
Jah, who hosted mehfils and parties for the creme de la creme of the 
then Hyderabad. After the state was dissolved, the fort became a gov-
ernment property. It was leased to Ritz Hotel company, but in 1997, the 
government took it over again.

Right: AIMIM Uttar Pradesh Leader Pandit Manmohan Jha Gama Met 
AIMIM President Naqeeb-E-Millat Barrister Asaduddin Owaisi Sahab 
and AIMIM Party Floor Leader Habeeb-E-Millat Akbaruddin Owaisi 
Sahab Today At Party Headquarters Darussalam Hyderabad

TOP PICTURE: View of greater 
HYDERABAD: 
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List of Bollywood films of August 2022
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A memorable picture of 
DilipKumar 

and 
Saira Bnu
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At the premier of Junglee 
Nasir Hussain Shailendra Shammi Kapoor Saira Bano Sashadhar Mukherjee n Subodh Mukherjee .Lyrics by Hasrat Jaipuri n Shailendra
It was debut movie of Saira Bano Music by Shankar Jaikishan  Lyrics by Hasrat Jaipuri n Shailendra

Mala Sinha, Chand Usmani, Jabeen Jalil and Wahida Rehman..
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On the lighter side....
The phlebotomist entered the hospital room to draw 
blood. Noticing an apple on the patient’s nightstand, she 
remarked, “An apple a day keeps the doctor away.”

“That’s true,” the patient replied. “I haven’t seen a doctor 
in three days.”
------------------------------

An artist asked the gallery owner if there had been any 
interest in her paintings that were on display. “Well, I have 
good news and bad news,” the owner responded. “The 
good news is that a gentleman noticed your work and 
wondered if it would appreciate in value after your death. 
I told him it would and he bought all 10 of your paint-
ings.”

“That’s wonderful,” the artist exclaimed. “What’s the bad 
news?”

“The gentleman was your doctor.”
------------------------------

Hearing his wife as she sings, the husband says, “You 
know dear, when you sing like that I just wish you were on 
the radio.”

The wife smiles and replies, “Wow honey, you think I am 
that good?”

“No, but at least that way I can change the station or turn 
it off.”
------------------------------

A woman had bought lots of shoes over time and she 
decided it was time to kick the habit. She really took it 
seriously, even changing her driving route to avoid her 
favorite shoe store. One evening, however, she arrived 
home carrying a shoe box. Her husband grinned at her, 
but it didn’t faze her at all.

“These are very special shoes,” she explained. “I acciden-
tally drove by the shoe store and there in the window were 
the most perfect shoes I’ve ever seen! I felt this was no 
accident, so I thought I’d let fate decide. If I would get a 
parking spot directly in front of the shop, the shoes were 
meant for me. And sure enough, the eighth time around 
the block, there it was!”
------------------------------

A ham and cheese sandwich walks into bar and asks for a 
drink.

Bartender says, “Sorry, we don’t serve food here.”
------------------------------

Father: What do you see in that boyfriend of yours?

Teen daughter: Well... he’s reliable.

Father: He’s always late picking you up!

Teen daughter: I know and I can always count on it. 
Remember when you had to sit in the front room with my 
dates until I was ready?

Father: Now that you mention it, I’m beginning to like 
this guy!

-------------------------------

Patient: Doctor, doctor, I keep thinking I’m a dog.

Doctor: Lie down on the couch and I’ll examine you.

Patient: I can’t, I’m not allowed on the furniture.
------------------------------

A woman with a minor injury was at the hospital because 
her doctor said she wanted to take a closer look at it to 
make sure everything was all right. The woman’s husband 
sits patiently in the waiting room.
After a few minutes, the doctor comes out and asks her 
assistant for a wrench, which understandably concerns 
the husband.

Then, after a couple more moments, the doctor re-enters 
the room, this time asking for a screwdriver. The husband 
grows worried and begins to pace in circles. Then, a little 
later, the doctor bursts through the doors screaming for 
a hammer and at that, the husband, in a state of frenzied 
fear, runs up and asks, “Doctor, what the heck is wrong 
with my wife?”

“I don’t know,” replies the flustered doctor, “I can’t get my 
bag open!”
------------------------------

A woman had been talking on the phone for about half an 
hour, and then she hung up.

“Wow,” said her husband, “that was short. You usually talk 
for two hours. What happened?”

“Wrong number,” replied the wife.


